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by Sally L. White
rank rapped on Marjorie's door early that
bright Saturday in May, 1918. It was the
day they'd agreed to visit the Park of the
Red Rocks, and they knew an early start would
be required if they were to see and do all that
they planned. The Rocky Mountain News had
written about Mr. Walker's plans and
improvements in detail for years, but somehow
they just hadn't made the trip to see all the new
attractions, with the war going on. The war in
Europe was winding down enough by summer
1918 that Denver reported a record year for
tourism that season; 116,292 cars passed through
the Mountain Parks gateways, compared with
66,507 the year before, an increase of 74%. As
soon as they gathered up Henry, William, and
Kate, they'd be on their way! Mr. Walker's
brochures assured them they could never see

F

everything in a single day, but they were
determined to do their best.
As they drove toward the little town of
Morrison on Denver's new road, Marjorie
mused about Mr. Walker's dream of making the
area "a second Colorado Springs." Ten years ago,
he'd renamed the sleepy hamlet "Mount
Morrison," knowing the new name would evoke
cool shady nooks and lofty pines. Soon they
passed Midway (located at Sheridan Blvd. and
Morrison Road) and headed west toward
Cowan (located about 2.5 miles east of
Morrison, near the intersection of today's
Kipling and Morrison Road), barely a crossroads
among the farms, but clear evidence they had
left the city behind. The road followed Bear
Creek, still high with melting snow, before
cutting through the Great Dyke (today known
as the Dakota Hogback) to enter Morrison.

Once behind the dyke and through the little
town, they entered a different world. The
gigantic red rocks loomed ahead as they drove
through the new stone gates that marked the
entrance to the park. Though renamed Garden
of the Titans by Mr. Walker, everyone still
called the place The Park of the Red Rocks,
and probably they always would. It was very
generous of Mr. McFarland to donate the
funds last year for this gateway and the one at
the base of Lookout Mountain, but most
people said he intended these new circle drives
to promote his auto business as well as his
mountain parks interests.
305 .

BEAR CREEK UHRANCE TO OENVER NOUNTAIN PARKS

several campers whose tents were still scattered
on the upper slope.
The five friends passed through the dark,
narrow entrance into the rock and wound their
way upward via steps and ladders to the Cave
of Saturn. (Many of the stairs and ladders
inside several of the larger rocks existed before
Walker's time, but we suspect he at least must
have refurbished them. He does not take credit,
it seems, for the steps carved into the rock, but

Stone gateway
pillars at Park of
the Red Rocks,
Denver Mountain
Parks, CO.

Bear Creek Entrance to Denver Mountai n Parks, CO.

"Where shall we go first?" asked Frank from
the driver's seat, interrupting Marjorie's reverie.
"What a shame the funicular is closed," she
thought, "it would have been marvelous to see
the view from the top of the mountain." As if
reading her thoughts, Henry suggested they
climb to the top of Creation Rock while the
day was still young. "Excellent," Kate agreed,
"the views from there will be almost as exciting
as being on Mt. Morrison. Why, they say, with
glasses, you can count the windows on the
State Capitol." Frank turned his automobile
toward the Garden's main attraction and soon
parked near the base of the stairs leading up
through the natural amphitheater.
The little party climbed the steps between
the stone gateway pillars, and made their way
up the zigzag trail among the boulders to stand
at last beneath the imposing bulk of Creation
Rock, largest of all the titanic rocks. Even from
its base, the views over the Great Dyke toward
Denver were astonishing. As they walked
around to the east edge of the rock where steps
would take them to the entrance, they passed

At the foot of
Creation Rock,
Park of the Red
Rocks and
Garden of the
Titans, Mt.
Morrison, CO.
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did build the platform, likely not the first, atop
Creation Rock. Many of the early park structures
are not dated with confidence and, of course, no
longer exist). As they enjoyed the view out the
South Window, they peered south to make out a
hazy Pikes Peak in the distance. Resuming the
climb, they soon found themselves out on the
rock surface, cautiously working their way up the
P A RK

or TH E

R E D ROCKS

Stairway to Heaven to
reach the platform on
top. As expected, the
view was nearly as
grand as that from
Mt. Morrison.
After they had
scrambled back
down to ground
level, Kate and
Henry wandered
toward Ship Rock,
where Henry
pointed out the
views to many
more rocks below
them. He
explained that
Ship Rock had
been renamed
'Titanic' for a time after
that great disaster, but that honor was now
bestowed on a rock further south that had an
'Iceberg' appropriately arranged nearby. She
found his stories fascinating, thinking about
the doomed ship forever captured in stone.
Long before Kate tired of his company,
Henry called out to the other gentlemen, and
soon the three were negotiating the
"forbidden climb" to find themselves standing
on a ledge overlooking the valley to the

OENVCR M O UNT A IN I" ARKS
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The Stairway, Creatio n Rock, 120 steps
cut in solid rock, Park of the Red Rocks
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Ship Rock, Park of the Red Rocks,
Denver Mountain Parks, CO.

The Forbidden Climb, Mount Morrison
Auto Trip, CO.

south. While the ladies
96.8.1!. The Seat of PI
and Gardens of the T~::~.Park of the. Red Rocks
waited, Kate, ever the
• Mt. Morrison, Colo.
avid birder, used her
glasses to try to see the
canyon wrens she and
Marjorie could hear
trilling musically from
the high escarpments.
Marjorie had
expected the
gentlemen to spend
much of their time
on daring climbs
among the rocks, so
she was not
surprised when they
went traipsing off
to find new
challenges. As the
party hiked from
one spectacular
sandstone monolith to another, William
stopped often to photograph the scenic views,
many times capturing his daring companions on
powerful of the Titans," and indeed, around a
film as well. Frank and Henry obliged by
bend, they encountered the Rock of Cronus
clambering up to stand on the Seat of Pluto,
himself. Again the derring-do of the men was
while William aimed the camera and the ladies
aroused, and the ladies waited patiently below
watched from afar.
while they
Always captivated by the names assigned to
scaled this ·new
the many rocks, Marjorie collected new
challenge.
postcards every time she encountered one of the
Reunited,
the friends
young
vendors
soon found
who cajoled
themselves
the tourists
strolling
at each
along a trail
scenic vista.
past a
As Frank
spectacular
posed next
wall of rock
to the
that
Spring of
Marjorie
Rhea,
was quick
Marjorie
to identify
proclaimed
as "The
that "Rhea
Slabs of
was the
the
wife of
Ages."
Cronus,
''And
look, "
most
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she exclaimed, "here's the Toad!," as that
figure, too, appeared nearby. Around another
turn, they came upon Gog and Magog, as
Marjorie marveled aloud over the interesting
blend of biblical, Greek, and natural allusions
found in the names of these amazing rocks.
She and Kate avoided the climbs, looking
forward to gentler pursuits. The Garden of the
Titans was a favorite spot, the closest to
Denver, for gathering mountain wildflowers,
and they fully intended to take advantage of
the opportunity before turning for home. As
they foraged across the colorful fields, she and
Kate were not alone in picking armloads of
blossoms. Near one of the rocks, they also
collected bundles of white-flowered haws from
the dense, thorny bushes. All the ladies were
fond of gathering wildflowers to decorate their
homes back in Denver. "There's no better way
to cheer up that dark parlor," Kate mused.
Soon they were laden with bundles of purple
beardtongues, red paintbrushes, blue lupines,
and bright yellow sunflowers.
"However will we make room for all this in
the car?" Frank argued. Despite being crowded

foothills behind them,
bringing another
adventure to a most
successful conclusion.

Notes:
First and foremost, we
must mention that
climbing on the rocks is
no longer allowed in
Denver's Park of the
Red Rocks. New auto
roads, built in 1928
and since improved,
Sinking Titanic, Park of the Red Rocks and Garden of the Titans, Mt. Morrison, CO.
make most of these
views quite accessible,
as does the Trading Post trail that winds around
by the prickly hawthorns, they managed to fit
the center of the park. Secondly, wildflower
the ladies' acquisitions into the rumble seat for
the ride home.
collecting was a pursuit undertaken between 1880
and 1920 (at least) at a scale scarcely imaginable
Back in
today. In 1925, a state law was passed offering
Morrison,
limited protection to the columbine (by limiting
the friends
picking to 25 stems per person per day). However,
persuaded
picking wildflowers or removing other objects
Frank to
from parks is currently prohibited by all
stop for
jurisdictions.
tea on the
Although our characters and events are fanciful,
veranda of
other information here is factual. Captions are as
the Mt.
printed on the original postcards; cards are in the
Morrison
Casino,
Lariat Loop or Denver Mountain Parks collections
unless otherwise noted. At the time of this story,
where they
the Park of the Red Rocks was still owned by
rested
John Brisben Walker, who purchased it in 1906.
briefly and
Denver acquired the Park in 1928.
refreshed
themselves
for the
Picking wildflowers in Red Rocks Park.
long drive
home.
With this vantage, they could admire from a
distance the huge sculpted rocks they'd spent
the day exploring. The men, of course, filled
the time with the latest news of the "war to
end all wars," which America had joined
barely more than a year ago. All too soon,
Frank pointed the auto north toward Golden
so they could return via the new paved road
that ran straight as an arrow back into the
bustle and noise of the city. As they turned
east at Rock Rest, the sun settled into the

On t e veranda of Mount Morrison Casion, Mt. Momson, CO.
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The Lady Was
A Horse Thief
By Edna Fiore
First Place Winner Adult Short Essay
he was obviously a person of refinement
with an inherent sense of style; the air and
grace of gentility wafted in her wake.
Louisa C. Gifford claimed to be the daughter of
an English Earl and a relative of British royalty.
Louisa, with her son Francis Thomas Gifford
and purportedly an impressive collection of
jewelry, arrived in the new town of Denver,
Colorado Territory, in 1868. Louisa and Frank
liked what they saw in the lusty frontier town
and the magnificent scenery of the foothills of
the Rocky Mountains.

S
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They set about touring the general area and
visiting the new communities that had sprung up
along the route to the gold fields. Their itinerary
certainly must have included the towns of
Arapaho, Golden, Apex and Mt. Vernon.
Charmed by the unspoiled beauty and remoteness
of the southern portion of Mt. Vernon Canyon,
just one day's journey west of the rough and ready
Cherry Creek settlements, Louisa purchased
property in the area. She became the owner and
proprietor of New York Ranch, the site of a stage
stop for travelers headed to and from the gold
fields. Boasting a large two-story frame house, a
barn big enough for two wagons, and spacious
corrals, New York Stage Stop was a popular
watering spot and the last stop before the steep
and arduous upward ascent to the "diggings."
The nearby town of Mt. Vernon aspired to be a
cultural center of the foothills; it was duly proud
to be the site of one of the first schools outside
of Denver City. Social life centered around
two churches. Town founder Dr. Joseph
Casto ministered to the populace's bodies
as a physician and surgeon and to their
souls as a Baptist clergyman. Mt.
Vernon had the distinction of having
been the executive capital of the
short-lived Jefferson Territory.
Robert Williamson Steele and his
family resided there in 1859-60
during his tenure as provisional
governor.
The local residents figured that
the aristocratic Mrs. Gifford would
lend an air of refinement and a touch of
class to the neighborhood. Within a very
short time they had good reason to rethink this
assumption. The New York Ranch Stage stop had
become the gathering place for the shiftless and
less than savory characters that gravitated to the
gold fields. Soon local gossip was toying with the
notion that aristocratic Louisa was actually a
"remittance" person of less than sterling character.
The ensuing rumor was that as an embarrassment
to her aristocratic relatives, she was being paid to
stay far from the British Isles.
Nevertheless, tolerance was the by-word of the
rugged frontier, and other than avoiding social

contact, the locals adopted an attitude of
laissez-faire.
Louisa increased her real estate holdings in
the early 1870s with the purchase of eighty
acres in secluded Shingle Gulch. She had a well
dug and built a two-story log cabin and a barn
on this secluded piece of property. In 1882 she
filed a homestead patent with the state of
Colorado for this property that we now know
as the Giffard/Thiede Ranch.
The large cattle ranches in the M t. Vernon
Canyon area provided beef and horses for the
mining camps in both Clear Creek "diggings"
and the South Park region. Given the rugged
terrain and the small, bedraggled bands of
Indians who still wandered throughout the
foothills, an occasional missing head of stock
was only to be expected.
Just about the time that Mrs. Gifford became
a part of the local scene, area ranchers began to
miss a few more head of stock than they had
formerly had noted. Strangely enough, the
missing animals would frequently turn up in
the Gifford corrals with altered brands. During
the next eighteen years, Louisa and her cohorts
prospered and the local ranchers grudgingly
tolerated their highborn neighbor and her
unseemly associates. Finally in 1886, the area's
ranchers acknowledged the need for legal
intervention.
When the April 3, 1886 term of district
court convened, the duly empanelled grand jury
presented a true bill which charged Mrs. Louisa
Gifford, her hired hand Charles Reinbold and
their associate William Eugene Tunis with
grand larceny. A bench warrant for their arrest
was issued on April 7. On April 8, all three
entered pleas of "not guilty" and bail was set at
five hundred dollars for each of them. Trial
dates were set for April 13 for Mrs. Gifford and
Charlie and April 15 for Bill Tunis.
Louisa and Charlie's first trial lasted a full
week. Their defense attorneys, A.H. DeFrance
and Thomas Macon filed many pages of
material in the efforts on their part to quash
indictments, state pleas and to present motions
for the defense. Unimpressed by this legal
maneuvering, the jury brought in a verdict of
guilty of "altering and defacing the marks and
brands of horses, not their own, valued at one
hundred dollars." A second trial that ended on
April 28th concluded with the verdict of

"altering and changing marks and brands of
animals owned by Y.M. Johnson, Jr." Bill Tunis
apparently jumped bail, as no record of his
appearance in court exists.
Law and order was up-to-date in Colorado
Territory. Rather than being hanged, as was
formerly the customary punishment for horse
stealing on the raw frontier, Louisa C. Gifford was
ordered to pay costs and sentenced to a one-year
stay in the state penitentiary. Charles Reinbold
was also ordered to pay costs and to serve five
years of hard labor in the state penitentiary.
A short time after Louisa's release, the heavily
insured New York Ranch house burned to the
ground. It was a total loss. In due course, the
insurance company sent out an investigator to
ascertain the true circumstances in the case before
a settlement was made.
The top hand and all-around wrangler on the
Gifford spread was a damsel named Josie. Josie
could rope, ride and rodeo with the toughest of
cowpunchers and was particularly skilled at
bronco busting. In fact, when there was plowing
to be done, Josie would hitch up one of her halfbroken charges and "let her rip."
The investigator sent by the insurer to ascertain
the facts zeroed in on Josie as the most likely
source for the truth of the matter. He was a tall,
handsome and personable chap with a definite gift
for having his way with the fairer sex. He lost no
time in gaining Josie's confidence. Josie
succumbed to his charms and fell head-over-heels
in love with this smooth-talking Lothario. She

View of the
former New
York Ranch
from Highway

170
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bared her soul, swearing her erstwhile lover to
secrecy, and in due course revealed that the fire
was indeed part of a scheme to collect the
insurance. She admitted having started the
conflagration under the direction of her
employer. Having obtained the desired
information, he cravenly reported his findings
to the insurance company and the authorities.
Josie may not have been quite the na.lve and
love-struck creature that Mr. Insurance
Investigator figured her to be, because when he
returned to the ranch with papers for her arrest,
she had departed, baggage and all.
Louisa quietly served her sentence and
returned to her robbers' roost in Shingle Gulch,
but times had changed. The railroads had, for
the most part, replaced the wagon trains, new
and better roads had bypassed Mt. Vernon
Canyon and the neighbors were certainly not in
a friendly frame-of-mind when it came to
accepting the rehabilitated horse thief as a
desirable friend and neighbor.
By the early 1890s, Louisa had sold her
properties and departed for more congenial
climes. The New York Ranch knew several other
owners; the roadbed of Interstate 70 has
obliterated any remains of the buildings. The

Site of the
former New
York Ranch, now
a gated
community.
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rest of the original acreage eventually became
part of the old Matthews Ranch, as did the town
site of Dr. Joseph Casto's Mt. Vernon, and is now
part of the Matthews-Winters Open Space Park
where hikers with lively imaginations can
recapture ephemeral snatches of the pioneer past.
Henry J. Thiede purchased the Shingle Gulch
property in 1904. Henry, a skilled stonemason,
made some improvements on the foundation and
added a porch. In all other aspects the structure
remains the same as when Louisa had it built in
the 1870s. Modern gimcracks such as plumbing
and electricity never tainted it until Henry's son
Stanley, who still occupied the sturdy structure
until the big snow storm of 2003, allowed his
younger relatives to have electricity installed in
the summer of 1999, although he continued to
spurn inside plumbing. In authentic pioneer
tradition, he cooked on the same stove that
served Louisa and her cohorts and drew his water
from the original well.
While the bustle and roar of Interstate 70, less
than a mile away, announces the presence of the
twenty-first century, Louisa's Shingle Gulch
ranch drowses serenely, as though locked in a
time warp somewhere in the last half of the
nineteenth century.

The Shattucks of South Elk Creek
By David P.
Nelson
First Place
Winner Adult
Long Essay

fell from
above to
block the
way.
Within
a mile of
the base of
tretch
the
canyon,
of water zigand conzags its way
tinuing for
from Shaffers
another
Crossing
three miles,
through a
they
narrow
encouncanyon to
Pine. This
tered massive formaoff-road of
tions of red
Highway 285
granite
goes largely
towering
unnoticed by
skyward.
travelers
What they
headed west
saw
toward Bailey.
brought to
Beginning in
mind the
the late
1870s, South
great pyraElk Creek has
mids of
Egypt.
lured people
Sphinx
like the
This view of South Elk Creek Road was taken by Louis Charles McClure between 1890
Shattucks to
Park now
its banks
and 1920. Printed with permission from the Western History Section of the Denver Public Library.
draws
expenamidst
imposing walls of granite, aspen, blue spruce,
enced rock climbers and others seeking a glimpse of
tall pines and all sorts of birds and animals.
this wonder of nature.
Over the next two decades, cabins cropped up
History along South Elk Creek is rooted in
the emergence of Pine where the North Fork of
where space would allow. Most people came by
the South Platte collects its waters. The laying
train to Pine from Denver to their summer retreats
of track for the Denver, South Park & Pacific
which provided an asylum from the heat and fast
Railroad brought about great changes, spurring
pace of the city. The stage was set, in 1907, for the
activity in logging, ranching and mining 1• The
Shattucks to make their entry where Big Tom
first ventures into South Elk Creek occurred
Powell Gulch fed into South Elk Creek from the
from the bottom up, not down from Shaffers
west.
Crossing. From that direction, a road was
Legend has it that a fellow by the name ofTom
roughed out along the creek, with little more
Powell heisted a stagecoach sometime in the late
width than to allow passage for one horse1800s and took off with $30,000 in gold nuggets.
drawn wagon. Quite often rocks and boulders
"He made good in his escape," according to Alberta

;~~
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Shattuck, "by disappearing into a gulch in
the high-timbered wilderness. Powell theri
buried the loot along the path, still waiting
for some lucky soul to come along." 2 It
made for a good story, and mapmakers for
the United States Geological Survey
enshrined him by attaching his name to the
gulch in 1929.
Orville, the youngest of three children of
Hattie and Joseph Shattuck, singlehandedly established the family's presence.
It is only because of this youngest sibling
that the Shattucks came to know about
South Ell<: Creek. Orville vvas a man of
many interests; he was the Chief Financial
Officer at the University of Denver and was
part of other various business ventures. He
was also a surveyor, and in that capacity, he
brought the Shattuck name to the fore.
During the first years of the 1900s,
Orville was doing work in and around
Pine. While looking at ownership records,
he discovered some unclaimed government
land. Orville was in position to see value
and an opportunity. Using an act of the
U.S. Congress of 1820, he jumped at the
chance to acquire 120 acres including a
one-half mile frontage along Elk Creek.
The property extended westward about 1/3
mile up what would become Shattuck
Gulch.
At $2.00 per acre, Orville submitted the
proper paper work and paid the $240.00.
On August 27, 1907 the deed was
approved. The General Land Office
identified the property lines with precision
and transferred ownership to him "and his
heirs ... and assigns forever." Standing out
at the bottom of this one-page document
was the ultimate seal of approval, that being
the signature of President Theodore
Roosevelt. Certificate No. 18100 conveyed
"all the rights, privileges, immunities, and
appurtenances ... unto the said Orville F.
Shattuck. "3
At first, Orville made periodic visits to
his new holding, taking in the beauty in its
many forms and walking the land. He built
a cabin in 1920 not far from Elk Creek
suitable for summertime living. Just next
door, his sister Fannie and brother-in-law
Alonzo Howe followed Orville with a place
-12-

of their own.
It is from Howe's diaries, kept over 47 years, that
much is known about how they spent their time in
the early days. His entries, covering many other
subjects as well, are now housed in the Archives of the
Penrose Library at the University of Denver. By the
1920s, the automobile had come of age; and taking
the train to Pine was no longer necessary. Away from
city lights and the heat, they fished, built bridges,
hiked, read, observed the stars, and relaxed. They
always ate well and made a big deal of celebrating
birthdays. Generally, they came up over the 4th of July
and whenever possible on weekends. A favorite day
trip took them north in the direction of Mount Evans
to Elk Creek Falls.
Robert Shattuck would become the improbable
successor to Orville. Born on June 7, 1904, he was the
only son among the four children of Hubert and
Katherine Shattuck. As such, he was the nephew of
Orville who had children of his own. However, his
brood was less than enthusiastic whenever the family
made plans to stay at the cabin. He found it a
challenge just to keep them in school. 4
Robert, on the other hand, was enchanted with the
whole area and could not get enough of Elk Creek. It
was obvious that he relished every moment. This fact
was not lost on Orville, and after a career move in the
1920s took him far away to Indianapolis, Indiana, he
settled on the idea that Robert was the rightful heir.
With dispatch and no regrets, he executed a deed
transferring the entire 120 acres to Robert.
Early in his youth, he had ambition to make a
career in the field of medicine despite the fact he did
not take kindly to the sight of blood. So, in the fall of
1926, Robert headed to the Harvard Graduate School
of Design. One year at Cambridge convinced him that
architecture was not the right track either. Still in
search of the right niche, he worked for three years for
Uncle Orville in Indianapolis before coming full circle
back to his first choice, medicine. In 1934, he gained
admission to the University of Colorado Medical
School. In the midst of the Great Depression, he
married Beth McKeown, breezed through his studies,
and took his residency at University Hospital
specializing in ear, nose and throat care.
One day, during his residency, a fellow was rushed
into the emergency room. It turned out that he had
been stabbed several times outside the grange at
Shaffers Crossing where a dance was going on.
Incredibly, someone had tried to stuff the wounds
with flour to stop the bleeding. To this day, no one
knows if the man made it through alive. Robert

recalled this incident many times
thereafter. 5
The 1940s began with the
birth of two sons, first Rod and
then Donald followed two years
later. Robert's practice did well,
and he found multiple ways of
getting to the hills, serving as
Chairman of the Colorado
Mountain Club and volunteering
on the ski patrol at Winter Park.
Not to forget Elk Creek, he set
his mind on establishing family
traditions. "I could not argue
with him on the matter," Donald
recalls, "but he carried on one
such tradition a bit too far."
Two weeks before Christmas
each year, he led us up to Elk
Creek to cut down a tree. Part of
the deal involved spending the
night. The cabin's lone source of
heat was a pot-bellied stove.
With no electricity, the lone
sources of light were our
kerosene lamps and a Coleman
lantern.
"With the onset of the
1950s," Rod remembers, "our parents decided to
become developers of the 120 acres." They hired
George F. Williams to perform the survey for
platting the property, settling upon "La Canada''
for the name of the subdivision. 6 On visits to
Robert's sister Marna Templeton in Southern
California, there was a laid-back community by
that name, and they liked its sound.
La Canada, which means "ravine" in Spanish,
turned out to be one large undertaking after
another. The gulch and the one-half mile along
Elk Creek was relatively flat, but the rest of the
land posed definite challenges. Decisions had to
be made about where to locate lots, what size
they should be, and where best to locate access
roads. They also had to address drainage
problems, certain to come each spring with snow
melt, which could lead to flooding down the
gulch and along Elk Creek. Compliance with
state and county health and zoning requirements
added to the complexity.
When Williams completed the survey, Robert
carried the plan to the Jefferson County Planning
Commission as his first step. That body gave its

This view of
Sphinx Park and
South Elk Creek
Road was taken
by Louis Charles
McClure between
1890 and 1920.
Printed with
permission of the
Western History
Section of the Denver
Public Library.

blessing to La Canada on November 8, 1950.
Unlike today, there was no lengthy review process
by concerned citizens. "La Canada'' was then a
placed on the agenda of the three-member Jefferson
County Commission at its meeting on January 15,
1951 where they were given the go-ahead.
"In 1956," as Rod looks back, "our family was
hit by a tragedy. My mother, Beth, died of cancer. I
was 16 years old at the time, and life came to a
stop. As a single parent, Dad continued with his
work, but trips up to Elk Creek had lost all of their
luster. In time he started seeing Alberta Ilif£ She
was the granddaughter of John Wesley Iliff,
Colorado's first and foremost cattle baron. "The
courtship turned serious, and they were married
three years later. .. My brother and I headed the
wedding party. It was our good fortune to have this
great lady in our home. "7
By 1962, Rod and Donald were both in college,
and the way was clear for the big move up to Big
Tom Powell Gulch. Robert and Alberta put theif
house in Denver up for sale, packed their
belongings, and oversaw the building of their
"dream home" on a high point of La Canada.
-13-

Within two years, with well over 2,000 square
hopes and dreams for La Canada. H e ruled
feet, the Shattucks satisfied their every desire: five
out any cabin with "less than 800 square feet
bedrooms, skylights, a massive deck, a large
of floor area devoted to living space."
Furthermore, "no residence shall be erected on
kitchen, cozy living areas, a rock fireplace and a
two-car garage. "With a short list of names,"
less than 13,500 square feet (about one-third
Alberta recalled, "we picked Rock Crest." 8
acre) of area." All plans for construction, as
The United States Geological Survey, in 1964,
stipulated in the fifth covenant, required the
was charged with reviewing and correcting old
approval of "Robert C. Shattuck or his agent
or successor." The declaration of covenants
maps along the 285 Corridor. A field man
initiated a name change with one stroke of his
brought attention to a host of other subjects
pen. In his research, he
pertaining to animals,
chanced upon two
conditions for renting
people (Rudy Long and
cabins, and
Alberta Shattuck), both
regulations applying
leading him in the
to all owners. The
direction of "Shattuck
covenants would
Gulch." At his gas
stand until January 1,
station on Highway
1990. The assumption
285, Long informed
was that, following
him that "no one he
that date, they would
knew any longer had
come under review
an inkling of who this
and then be retained
Powell fellow was. "9
in full, amended, or
Then, when the
left to expire. 11
surveyor headed for Elk
The Shattucks
Creek and walked the
spent fourteen years
property at La Canada,
realizing their dream
he happened to meet
at Elk Creek. For half
Alberta. Unbeknownst
of that time, Robert
to him, she had locked
commuted daily to
the front gate while he,
Denver to see his
in his car, was
patients. Alberta
surveying the property.
accompanied him two
He knocked on the
days a week to meet
door of a nearby cabin,
old friends and to
This document signed by President Theodore Roosevelt
hoping that someone
help in the record
in 1907 recognized Orville Shattuck as the rightful
owner of 120 acres on both sides of South Elk Creek.
there might have a key.
keeping in his office;
In the conversation that
the rest of the time she
followed, she informed him of the Shattuck
kept her home, read books covering a wide
connection with the land. His mind was settled;
range of her interests, and gloried in the
he wrote Shattuck Gulch into his report. 10
beauty of each season, each and every year.
In 1964, with Alberta's urging, Robert decided
Upon retirement in 1969, Doctor Shattuck
to hire an attorney to write some protective
tried his hand at gardening, consulting Mr.
covenants to ensure orderly development. There
Tupper, the caretaker at Glenelk on what,
had been two break-ins into one cabin so this
when, and how to plant at high altitude. He
factor figured in as well. He gathered all existing
took particular pride in his rose garden.
Robert and Alberta became well known to
~wners to garner their support for this project in
members of Glenelk just two miles to the
writing. Finally, on October 19th of that year, he
marched up to the county courthouse in Golden
north and were frequent guests of the Lowery
and duly recorded 18 covenants reflecting his
family. On occasion, they hiked up Shattuck
-14-

Gulch or took a ride down to the
Bucksnort and Sphinx Park. For
many of those years, the mailman
Joe Hill and his wife Olive came
up to Rock Crest to play Canasta
and engaged in conversation on
any subject. For 47 years, until
1967, Hill delivered mail from the
Pine Post Office; nobody knew
more than he about people and
events in the surrounding area. 12
The Shattucks became avid bird
watchers and could recognize, by
sight and sound, all of the birds of Elk Creek.
They took pleasure with every evidence of
wildlife: animals, flowers and fish. Robert
cultivated a special relationship with a pet
turkey. Raccoons, elk, deer, bear, coyotes,
mountain lions, foxes (gray and red), and
skunks shared their habitat with them as well.
The stars at night were cause for awe and
wonder. Rod Shattuck, in reflecting on their life
in the hills, concluded that "Elk Creek was to
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Written in 1940, reprinted courtesy C Lazy Three
Press. joseph Thomas Bowden was the son ofAdelaide (Blake) Bowden and joseph Bowden, a Cornish miner ftom the tin mines in the Cornwallis
area ofEngland. He was the brother ofEmily
(Bowden) Hemberger, maternal grandmother of
Andrew R. Patten, Jr. Our thanks to Mr. Patten for
making his great uncle's autobiography available.
See Historically ]ejfco, Volume 19, Issue 27, 2006
for Part I of this story.
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here was a man murdered out near Green
Mountain. It was a long time before the
body was found. Everyone knew he was
missing and wondered what had become of him.
Finally they discovered his body. His friends and
neighbors got busy and hunted up his murderers.
When they found them, they brought the guilty
into town and locked them in the Court House,
then they went back to get some more men.
They formed a Vigilante Committee, which
came into town to hang the two men. The
guards at the Court House tried to stop them but
the Vigilantes were too many. Another boy
named Nelson Cox and I went up to see what
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was going on. They let us go in but did not let
us come out. They all had masks on their faces
and big six-shooters on their hips and were
hammering and breaking their way into the
cells where the police had put the prisoners.
They brought the prisoners out and we all
had to go along, as outsiders were not allowed
to go home. They marched us all down to an
old railroad bridge. It was a beautiful moonlit
night, Christmas of 1879, with snow on the
ground. Well, they put a rope round each of the
murderers' necks, tied the other end to the
bridge and pushed them off into space. This
occurred at approximately the intersection of
Jackson St. and 16th St. in Golden.
Finally, we were allowed to go our own way
and you can bet it did not take Nelson and me
long to get home. There were not many of the
townspeople among the Vigilantes, mostly the
old man's relatives, friends and neighbors from
the farms and country. He had been a farmer
himself. There were 75 to 100 of them, I
should imagine. Mter it was all over, they fired
off their revolvers. They were all on horseback
too, "real wild west."

Mter a time, they brought the bodies in;
Nelson and I were there to see all that was going
on. They had got the Sheriff and Coroner. The
Coroner was a little, small man. He was walking
round the men and hanging onto the end of the
ropes. Someone asked him, ''Are they dead, Doc?"
He replied, "They're deader than hell."
They cut the ropes off their necks, threw the
bodies into an express wagon and took them to
an old building on Ford Street and laid them out
there for awhile, then took them out of there and
threw them into the wagon again and drove up to
the Court House and carried them in, laid them
out in the courtroom for everybody to see. This
was on Saturday.
There was a steady stream of people all day
Saturday and Sunday who went and had a look.
Everybody in town must have been there to see
them. I remember the shackles were still on their
ankles and ropes were put back on their necks.
One of the deceased was a white man named
Woodruff, the other a half-breed Cherokee.
We kids were allowed to do as we liked and go
anywhere and everywhere.
We were seldom corrected for anything we did.
So I was seeing everything that went on, bad and
good. I thought I would try my hand at stealing
watermelons. I would be about twelve years old.
Nelson and I got into a nice looking patch and
got a good big melon and out again. We got into
an old chicken coop. We sat down on each side of
the door, looking out and eating our melon. The
owner of the patch, Mr. Pike, came to the door
and said, "So I have caught you at last."
He had been laying in wait for us. He took us
up to his house. When we got in his room, there
were two big six-shooters lying on his bed. He
picked them up and put them in his pockets.
Then he went out and locked the door on us.
After awhile he came back. It had seemed like
hours to us that he had been gone. He said,
"Now you come along with me to jail."
We started out and on the way we passed a
man, his wife and daughter leaning on the fence
in front of their house. Mr. Pike stopped and said
to them, "See what I found in my melon patch."
They wanted to know what he was going to do
with us and he said, "Put them in jail of course."
They all said, "Don't do that to them. Give them
a licking and let them go." We both spoke up,
"Yes, Mr. Pike, give us a licking and let us go."

But he thought
that too easy
and too good
for us.
We went a
little further
and met some
more people.
They wanted
to know what
he was going
to do with us.
He said, "Take
them to jail."
We cried and said, "We want him to give us a
licking and let us go home but he will not do
that."
He took us down to that dump on Ford
Street, set us both on a bench. Then the Sheriff
and his Deputy came in to see us and gave us a
good talking to. They and old Pike went away.
In a few minutes two or three others came in
and told us we had got ourselves into a nice,
tight box this time.
This went on from 3 o'clock in the
afternoon until nearly dark. Everyone wanted
us to promise that we would not try to steal
again. I was so scared by this time I was ready
to promise anything, so I promised I would
never steal another melon and they let me go.
But Nelson got stubborn and would not
promise anything. They got his father down
and did a lot of talking. At last, late at night,
they let him out.
What had made me so scared to be kept in
there was that a short time before this event, I
had been in to see a dead man in a box in a
corner of that room. And when I thought I had
to stay in that place all night and picture to
myself that dead man in that box, well I just
could not stand it. I was not long getting home
once I got out.
My promise did not last long after I got out.
For not long afterwards, five or six of us boys
went up north of town where we got into an
old creek bottom. We had a shotgun with us.
We laid the gun on the ground, then drew lots
to see who would go and steal the melon. The
lot fell on a big, tall fellow. He hopped over the
fence and got one. He got back all safe with it
and we were sitting down, ready for the feed.

The interior of
the Jefferson
County Court
house in 191 4.
Photograph courtesy
of the Golden
Pioneer Museum
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An exterior shot
of the Jefferson
County Court
house taken in
1895. This building
no longer exists.
Photography courtesy
of the Golden Pioneer
Museum.
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The owner of the place lived on a side hill and
was watching us all the time from his house.
Suddenly we heard something and looked up to
see him coming on a saddle horse straight for us.
We never stopped for gun or melon but took to
our heels and beat it as fast as our legs could
carry us. We ran for the rock piles on Table
Mountain. He never got hold of any of us. We
sneaked back the next day to get our gun. It and
the melon were lying on the ground where we
had left them, so we sat down and ate our melon.
Another time, three of us got into another
patch. It was quite dark and all at once we
thought we heard something. We all ran in
different directions. I got out on the road. I saw
someone coming towards me. I thought it was
one of the other two so said in a loud whisper, "Is
that you Pete?" He said, "Yes, come on up here."
I went up but it was the man himself, so I didn't
stay long. I took to my heels and ran for dear life.
He never caught me and I didn't see the other
two boys until the next day. I have forgotten
where they went to.
The boys and girls north of Clear Creek, and
the ones south of the creek were always fighting.
We were always at loggerheads with each other.
One day three burros came to town and the
north gang had them for awhile, but soon they
wandered over to the south side so we took
possession of them. My sister, Annie, myself and
the rest of the gang had great times riding these
old burros.
This went on for quite awhile. One day the
bully of the north side turned up and was going
to take our burros away to their side of the river.
Our gang all begged me not to let him take
them. Well, as I was the biggest in the gang, I
had to fight him. He was bigger than me but my
crowd
egged me
on, so
much to
my surpnse
I beat him
and we
kept the
burros on
our side. I
was quite a
hero for
awhile. We

had those burros until spring, then the owners
took them away prospecting.
We had nothing to do but be wild. There was
no one to check us or teach us anything
different. A lot of freight wagons were in town.
They had their campfires going in the evenings.
We used to go down and sit around with them
and listen to their talk. One fellow was talking
about a lot of fish he had caught at Bear River.
T hat is where the little town of Morrison is now,
but at the time there was nothing there. So some
of us fellows thought we would go fishing.
We each bought a 5ct line a_rld got up at 4
o'clock in the morning and started out for Bear
River. We arrived there all right and started to
fish. It was not long before our lines were gone
down stream; the fish carried them all away.
There were three of us. We sat on the bank
wondering what to do.
There was a water hole the other side of the
river, good for swimming. One of the others and
myself decided we would cross over and have a
swim. The other fellow decided he would climb
up on some big, high cliffs. We had to cross over.
The rocks in the river were covered with slippery
moss; however, we got over to the hole. It was a
nice place for a swim and we had a grand time.
The other fellow had got up the high cliffs and
started yelling and shouting something at us but
we could not make out what he was saying and
did not pay much attention to him at first.
After awhile I decided I had had enough
swimming for that day so I came out of the
water, picked up my shirt to put it on when I
looked up and saw a bunch of Indians, hundreds
of them, coming right for us. We picked up our
clothes and rushed into the river. We slipped and
fell and lost nearly all our clothes which went
floating down stream. I had one piece left. Even
our hats had gone. We reached the other side;
Nelson had only his pants left.
You can picture us - two little frightened white
kids running naked for dear life, away from those
Indians. Pete had his clothes as he hadn't gone
swimming. It was dark when the three of us got
into town. We hid until some of the gang got us
some clothes so we could go to our homes.
The next morning when we got up the town
was full of Indians. That was the way they always
arrived. Not one to be seen at night but the town
would be full of them in the morning.

The Beers Sisters
See Historically ]ejfco, Volume 20, Issue 28, 2007,
for Part I of the Beers Sisters story, including an essay
on sources.
By Burdette Weare
aders of Part One will remember that
two of the five Beers Sisters, Marguerite
age 3) and Bessie (age 8), had
accompanied their parents, Will and Sallie
Beers, from Kentucky to Colorado "chasing the
cure" for Sallie's tuberculosis. Mter roughing it
during the summer of 1892 on upper Bear
Creek, where the prescription of mountain air
failed to work a medical miracle, the family
retreated to winter quarters in the fashionable
Highlands of Denver.
For the next three years, the house in the
Highlands witnessed great joy and deep sadness.
The surest and saddest sign of acknowledging a
lingering convalescence in Colorado came early
in 1893 when Sallie and Will decided to sell
their Kentucky home. Difficult as the decision
may have been, they waited almost too long as
the great Panic of 1893 got under way. Will was
lucky to sell the house for $2,250 (about what
they had paid for it in 1884); but fortunately
the property was free and clear, and Will could
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(Part II)

return to Denver with enough money to see
them through the dark days of unemployment
and the mounting costs of medical care.
Best of all, he returned with Mattie (age 12)
and Edna (age 10). Ollie, now an 18- monthold toddler, remained in Kentucky with
Grandmother Gibson, deeply attached to
Sallie's younger sister, Aunt Ollie, who pledged
to bring her namesake to Colorado if Sallie's
condition worsened. And so it did. Two years
later, in the summer of 1895, Aunt Ollie, little
Ollie, Grandmother Gibson, and now Aunt
Nora from Chicago made their way to
Colorado. This gathering of the Gibson
women would constitute a blissful reunion; it
also would occasion a horrifYing turn of
events, haunting the Beers Sisters for the rest
of their lives.
Aunt Nora had come to Colorado not only
to comfort Sallie, but also to seek refuge from
her own problems. She had married an Ohio
dandy, William Snook, who took her from
Kentucky to Chicago where he abandoned her,
depressed and pregnant. When Nora arrived in
Denver and laid eyes on Sallie, her first contact
with her sister in several years, she lost sight of
her own distress and sent word to

Delivery trucks in
Beers Sisters
farm yard, Mattie
in background
talking to driver.
(ca. 1941)
All Photos courtesy of
Burdette Weare.
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Bessie, about age
20, preparing to
ride the sisters'
draft horses,
Belle and Bird,
out to work in
the hayfield. (ca.
1903)
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Grandmother Gibson and Aunt Ollie that they
should come to Denver at once, and bring
little Ollie.
Ollie, now nearly four, would later
remember almost nothing of her trip to
Denver; but she would remember the ensuing
trauma: being pried from the arms of Aunt
Ollie, the woman she knew as her mother, and
handed over to another woman she knew only
by Kentucky portraits that bore no
resemblance to the haunting figure who now
strained to hold her. Above all, she would
remember a tale of gothic horror.
Childbirth, under the best of conditions,
took a frightful toll among Victorian women;
and Aunt Nora had every reason to fear the
worst. Her difficult unwanted pregnancy, poor
prenatal care, tiring travel late in her term and
the dark whirlpool of emotional misery had
pulled her down to a dangerous level on the
eve of her labor.
For a day and two nights, across the hall
from Sallie's bedroom, Nora struggled beyond
exhaustion to deliver a lethargic baby. Little
Ollie, inquiring and energetic (in many ways a
copy of Bessie), spied on the grisly scene from
the gas-lit shadows, frozen in terror by what
she would later describe (even at age 90) as

"bloodcurdling screams" and a darkly clad
doctor bent over Aunt Nora with "ice tongs."
If Edgar Allen Poe had set out to frighten little
girls away from marriage and motherhood, he
scarcely could have improved on the macabre
tale of the "House in the Highlands." Even
kindly Grandmother Gibson could have played
a role, her profile transformed by the half light
into a harsh, hawklike creature peering over the
little leather hood she had begun to wear as a
cover for her cancer-eaten nose.
The doctor finally extracted a braindamaged baby boy from Nora's nearly lifeless
body. The child survived (under the custodial
care of Aunt Ollie); unmercifully, Nora
lingered, bedridden and moribund, within
whispering distance of her dying sister. During
the night of September 11, 1895, with Will at
her side, Sallie drew her last, thin breath. Nora
lasted until the following February, when the
family repeated the all-day procession across
town to the new Fairmount Cemetery, where
they buried Nora beneath the snow-covered
prairie, next to Sallie.
If this were a predictable story, the five Beers
sisters would have returned to Kentucky with
Grandmother Gibson and Aunt Ollie. Or, Will
might have retreated to the safe haven of
Cincinnati and Grandmother Beers. None of
this happened, despite the orthodox
assumption that motherless children were next
to orphans, and that a father would be
inherently incapable, if not morally unsuited,
to serve as the single parent of five young
women. But Will was nothing if not nurturing,
and he had served as something of a mother
figure for years. Moreover, his extraordinary
daughters had ideas of their own about family
orthodoxy and where they wished to live.
Happily, it turned out that father and
daughters agreed on almost everything,
especially their attraction to Colorado. Sallie,
always confident ofWill's capacity to care for
the girls, would have supported the decision to
remain in Colorado. She did, however, remind
Will and her daughters again and again that
the girls should stay together until ready for
marriage, at which time they must return to
Kentucky in search of a Southern gentleman.
Western adventure was one thing; marrying an
uncivilized cowboy was another.

In light of the dark message from the life
and death of Aunt Nora, the girls' outlook on
marriage transformed Sallie's advice into a
cautionary tale. If, as their mother commanded,
Kentucky meant marriage; and if, as the girls
feared, marriage meant pregnancy, and
pregnancy meant death, they would surely stay
in Colorado- and single. The older sisters,
Mattie, Edna and Bessie, were quite sure about
one other item: They and Papa could manage
very well without heeding the conventional
wisdom that widowers with dependent children
should remarry at once. Quite apart from
honoring Will's eternal love for their mother,
the girls were dead set against the appearance of
another woman.
From the moment the girls had been
reunited in Colorado, a social geometry of their
sisterhood began to take shape, prefiguring lifelong dimensions of shared power and
responsibility. Mattie had long carried the
burdens of the family on her small shoulders,
registering the impression that she was a stoic
little adult who had missed her childhood.
Soon after her fourteenth birthday, May 13,
1895, Sallie had written to Aunt Nora that
"Mattie would take care of everything if we
would let her. IfWill hadn't stepped in she
would have made her own birthday cake."
From the first sign of Sallie's sickness in

Left: Marguerite,
High School
Graduation, 1908.
Right: Ollie, High
School
Graduation, 1909.

Kentucky, Mattie had gravitated toward
selflessness: her mother's helper, her sisters'
keeper, her father's "right hand man."
Edna, only 14 months younger than Mattie,
might have challenged her older sister for the
role of family martyr, except that she was
almost too compliant, the least complicated
and the most demure of the sisters. She
dutifully absorbed heavy responsibilities, but
she lacked Mattie's quick initiative, not to
mention Bessie's iron will. Later in life, Edna
surely would have been swept away in marriage
had it not been for the power and protection of
the sisterhood. Papa, too, looked out for Edna,
even as he increasingly depended on her as the
most domestic of his daughters. In the
evolving, complex web of family relations,
Mattie became Will's alter ego, almost a
surrogate son, while Edna found security as the

View of Beers
Sisters' farm
looking southwest from
Marston Reservoir. (ca. 1940)
In 2008, this view
is dominated by
Southwest Plaza
shopping center.
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Ol lie and her
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School.
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eternal daddy's girl at the same time she served
as a surrogate mother to Marguerite. The
quadrangle of mother-daughter relationships
among the sisters would complete itself with
the pairing of Ollie and Bessie. Nearly fullgrown at age thirteen and a rising power to
reckon with, Bessie simply would have declared
a state of war if another woman had appeared
on the scene.
In retrospect, there was no room in this
arrangement for a stepmother. The sociological
outlines of this unique family became
increasingly clear: the daughters would not
marry; Papa would not remarry. Nor would
Will ever regain his Cincinnati status as a selfmade man. He would never rise above wage
labor as a printing press operator at The
Denver Post, a case study of lowered
expectations and downward mobility. With
vicarious satisfaction, he turned his attention
and loving support to the success of his
daughters, self-made women who would rise
above all expectations, ultimately becoming the
breadwinners in a female-headed family well
before Will died in 1909.
After Sallie's passing, another cross-town
procession began, all about life rather than
death, lasting several years, seeking first the
suburbs of Englewood and Littleton, then the
irrigated farmsteads of lower Bear Creek Valley;
and finally in 1908, the homeplace on the
southwest shore of Marston Reservoir, near the
present-day intersection of Belleview (formerly
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Beers Sisters Road) and Wadsworth. The
first impulse may have been an obsessive
search for better air. By 1899, when the
family moved to Pickletown, the motivation
turned to a search for better land.
Pickletown, overlooking Littleton from
the east, well-watered by the Highline
Canal, was hardly a town at all, but a crazy
quilt of irrigated patches bordered by larger
holdings of Denver's gentlemen ranchers and
horse fanciers. To name the area Pickletown
was to profane a setting of bucolic beauty, a
great garden place of vegetables, fruits and
flowers, apiaries and cow pastures, alive with
bold colors much of the year as a source of
Denver's fresh produce and dairy products.
It was here, under the tutelage of a childless
English couple, Edward and Margaret
Spackman, an old world gardener and a
traditional dairywoman, that the Beers
Sisters became daughters of the earth.
Will commuted by rail to his job in
Denver. Mattie, Edna and Bessie, all of
whom had long since completed grammar
school, oversaw the education of Marguerite
and Ollie at the nearby Broadway
Elementary School while they also began
their ventures in commercial agriculture. By
1900, Mattie had established a horse-andbuggy dairy route in Littleton, selling butter,
cream, eggs and honey. Following the
example and advice of the Spackmans, the
sisters made the most of their 10-acre rented

- - - - - - ---- -

farm; but like generations before them, they
looked to the west, toward what appeared from
their perch east of the South Platte River to be
the wide open spaces of Jefferson County. In
microcosm, Will and the girls would mount a
little westward movement of their own, from
Pickletown to Bear Creek Valley.
Decades later, Ollie would recall that it was
"quite a sight when we pulled out of
Pickletown." About the middle of May 1902,
shortly after the Broadway School let out for
the year, the family bought a fine team of big
grey Belgians, Belle and Bird, ~nd a fourteenfoot springboard wagon. The purchase
exhausted their savings and signaled that there
could be no turning back from their decision
to rent a hundred and ten acres and a small
house just west of Fort Logan. (The very same
place Ralph Moody would make famous years
later in his classic, Little Britches.) Will could
continue his commute, catching the Colorado
and Southern train that ran along South
Morrison Road (Hampden Avenue), but he
identified less and less with his city job and
more and more with the rustic life of his
daughters. Just as they had made it possible for

him to play the role of gentleman farmer
among the gardens of Pickletown, so they
would make it possible for him to play the
role of gentleman rancher along the banks of
Bear Creek. In the mixture of symbol and
substance surrounding the move, Will
represented the fanciful; his daughters, the
practical. They reveled in their newfound
independence, and like Will, they retained a
romantic view of the land; but in calculating
their future they were strictly business.
Above all, they would come to understand
that water--irrigation--meant the difference
between the life and death in Front Range
agriculture. As Ralph Moody later reminisced,
the Fort Logan farm was near the thirsty end
of Bear Creek without the best water rights.
Here, the Beers Sisters learned a life-long
lesson: Land was one thing; water was
everything. Within two years they moved
upstream (near present-day Wadsworth
Boulevard and Hampden Avenue), where they
rented a little less land with much more water,
and where they would master the art of
irrigation, integrating Pickletown practices
with more extensive agriculture. In 1904, they

Ollie posing in
orchard with
new farmhouse
(ca. 1921)
Farmhouse still
exists in 2008,
surrounded by
dense
development.
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Bessie (left) and
Marguerite
dressed for a
trip to Denver,

1936.

declared themselves officially in business as
the Beers Creamery and Live Stock
Company. A surviving letterhead proudly
lists all of the sisters (even Marguerite and
Ollie, ages 15 and 13) as members of the
"Board of Directors." Will's name is
conspicuous by its absence.
Given their success, the next step was
inevitable. Rather than rent a farm, they
would buy a farm. In 1908, "Mattie Beers
and Sisters," as the deed declared, purchased
from Charles Bowles 36.54 acres nestled
between the shores of Marston Reservoir and
Patrick Lake (soon known as Beers Sisters
Lake). Doubtless, the sisters took comfort in
being virtually surrounded by water;
although, their water rights, which they
astutely litigated from Bowles, came from the
Harriman Ditch. The sisters were home to
stay, destined to develop what one is tempted
to characterize as a "women's agriculture"-small scale, sustainable, cash-oriented, labor
intensive--not unlike what they had learned
from Mrs. Spackman, and very unlike the
model ofWestern ranches that extended over
vast spaces south and west of Littleton.
Their Southern heritage, however, also
counted for something. From the Gibson
side, they had inherited an idealized view of
the "Old South." It is no accident that Gone
-24-

With the Wind became the Beers Sisters' favorite
movie; and while their little homeplace could
never be mistaken for Tara, they did lay it out
plantation-style: a "big house" (built in 1918)
with a chandelier, Persian rugs, and elegant
furniture in the parlor. More distinctive, more
Southern, was a separate cookhouse and a hired
cook, not to mention a row of bunkhouses for
the hired hands. Most interesting was the "little
house," constructed in the 1920s in the
aftermath of an attempted sexual assault on
Mattie, who sent the offender to the hospital
with the imprint of a shovel in his skull.
For years, after Will's death in 1909, fantasyfed rumors had circulated about Amazonian
women and strapping farm boys, especially when
the five Beers Sisters hired the five Raichart
Brothers. The attack on Mattie heightened talk
about temptresses--an age-old pattern of
"blaming the victim." Victorian mores die hard,
and the sisters took the criticism to heart. In
response, they built the "little house" and always
employed a married man with family, a symbol
of propriety, to live in the prim cottage.
In the meantime, business was booming. The
girls missed their loving Papa (Edna was so
devastated that she sought refuge with relatives
in New Orleans for several months); but for the
most part they threw themselves into their work.
Marguerite and Ollie, graduates ofLittleton

High School, were doing double duty-teaching
at nearby one-room schools while also working
on the farm. Their $40 per month salaries
compensated for the loss ofWill's wages and
covered the mortgage payments to Charlie
Bowles, who allegedly boasted that he would
soon repossess the farm from the insolvent
"orphan girls."
The story of Bowles the evil banker is part
melodrama, but the villainous, portentous
nature of another story cannot be overstated. In
1924, after 10 years of building a highly
successful wholesale dairy business, shipping
their extraordinarily rich, all-Jersey milk to a
Denver dealer, the sisters discovered that the
wholesale broker had been cheating them on
their butterfat count, thus substantially diluting
the price he paid them. Perhaps he took
advantage of them as women, but the
temptation for fraud also came from the
unbelievably rich milk that made the
undercount credible.
The sisters were outraged and immediately
resolved to cut out the middle man and "go
retail. " This decision would mark the formal
beginning of the Beers Sisters Farm Dairy. With
capital and courage to spare, they created a
vertically integrated commercial dairy, from
hayfield to home delivery. They built a bottling
plant, purchased delivery trucks, hired drivers,
and perfected a division of labor among
themselves to establish an enterprise of
celebrated success.
If there is anything ordinary about the history
of this extraordinary family, it would be the daily
routine, seven days a week. Rising at 4:30a.m.;
milking fifty cows twice a day by hand (their
barns would wait until the 1930s for electricity
and milking machines); handling 100-pound
milk cans; cooling and bottling their product;
planting, irrigating and harvesting their crops
(largely on 480 acres of land they purchased in
1929 near the intersection of present-day Simms
Street and Belleview Avenue); feeding and caring
for their cows; and generally tending to the
endless tasks associated with running a dairy
farm and administering a small business.
Mattie occupied an honorific position in the
enterprise as senior sister, but by 1924 Bessie
ruled as sister superior. Predictably, Edna took

responsibility for household chores; and given
her obsession with hygiene, she took charge of
the milk house and bottling operation. Edna
deserves credit for establishing the legendary
reputation for the purity of Beers Sisters' dairy
products, including the only raw milk endorsed
by Denver pediatricians. Ollie, Bessie's
extroverted understudy, assisted with the
bookkeeping and banking, in addition to
becoming the family chauffeur and a onewoman public relations department.
Marguerite was gentle and reserved like Edna,
but more complex, smart as a whip, alluringly
beautiful and slightly mysterious. Poetic and
romantic by nature, she might have chosen
marriage and motherhood, but whether in
Kentucky or Colorado, it was unlikely that she
would have met her match. In a letter to Ollie
she referred to one of her suitors, a highly
eligible bachelor, as a "precious simpleton." In
the division of labor, she served as the family
academic, calculating with a tape measure the
tonnage in a stack of hay, or composing the

Left to right,
Edna, Ollie,
Marguerite and
Mattie after
morning milking,
1932. Bessie
taking photo, her
shadow appears
in the lower
right hand
corner.
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grammatically perfect business letter. Reputedly
having a mystical way with animals, she also
became the herd manager. In the enormous
amount of labor the sisters shared, only Edna did
not milk cows or work in the barns.
A standard business narrative would spend
more time analyzing the evolution of the
enterprise from 1924 to1945, when the sisters
retired. It is enough to note here that their
business flourished, proving to be depression
proof, especially after Beers Sisters home delivery
made its way into Denver's exclusive Capitol Hill
District. By World War II, as Mattie, Edna and
Bessie entered their sixties, the sisters faced
dilemmas familiar to many successful small
businesses: How long could they keep up the
pace of their relentless routine? If they expanded
to meet demand, could they maintain the unique
character and quality of their business? Could
they find adequate labor, especially during the
war? If they did not expand, would they
ultimately fade away, overshadowed by huge
corporate dairies? If they retired, having no close
relatives, who would succeed them?

O llie, about age
65, shopping on
16th Street in
Denver.
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As fate would have it, the answers to
some of these questions came sooner than
the sisters expected. For more than a decade,
the five sisters had looked to Virgil Chenault
to carry on their legacy. In 1926, as a 12year-old boy, he had come to the dairy with
his mother, a hired cook. He stayed on to
work for the sisters, never married, and
became their adopted son in every way but
name. Indeed, like proud parents, they sent
him to the Colorado School of Mines; but
he dreamed of farming rather than
engineering and returned to the farm, a
decision that presumably would determine
his future as well as that of the Beers Sisters.
This dream came crashing down, quite
literally, on an autumn morning, November
2, 1945, when Virgil and the Beers Sisters'
veterinarian, Dr. Maceo Spratlin, were killed
instantly as their cars collided at the
intersection of Bear Creek Road (Kipling
Street) and Beers Sisters Road (Belleview
Avenue). T he sisters lost heart, retired, and
turned the business over to Virgil's younger
brother, David. Ultimately larger forces
prevailed. In 1949, Carlson Frink bought
the dairy, not to extend its life but to end it.
While all of the sisters except Mattie lived
to the age of 85 or more, the momentum of
their collective biography winds down after
1945. History is about telling stories, but it
also should add up to a "telling story." As a
micro-history of never-married womenmore than 400 woman-years of life and
labor in a communal household-the case of
the Beers Sisters constitutes a kind of lost
world, a social laboratory, for examining the
possibilities in women's lives with the
pressures and limitations of gender largely
removed. The Beers Sisters' decisions not to
marry, very real and sometimes painful
decisions, offer telling evidence of what it
would take to remain single at a time when
spinsterhood often meant economic
insecurity and social death. If they
fashioned an exceptional world, their
example nonetheless helps us to appreciate
the difficult choices facing other
independent-minded women. Sometimes we
study the exception to understand the rule.

Today all that
remains at the
former site of
Arapahoe City is
this monument
off of 44th
Avenue near
Mcintyre Street.
Photography courtesy
of Christy Ordway

The Sesquicentennial of Arapahoe City
By Richard Gardner
his year, 2008, is the 150th birthday of
the first town established in Jefferson
County's history, the town of Arapahoe
City. Located just east of the Table Mountains
along the northern banks of Clear Creek west
of today's Mcintyre Street, it was the fourth
town established in northern Colorado, after
Auraria, Montana City and Denver. Arapahoe
City was established by gold seekers adjoining
their mining claims on Arapahoe Bar, the goldladen placer bar of Clear Creek. Although not
long lived, in and of itself, Arapahoe City
would play an important role in the future of
Jefferson County and Colorado.
The story of Arapahoe City begins much
earlier than its sesquicentennial. In September
of 1858 the Doniphan Party of gold
prospectors, including Marshall Cook, arrived
in Colorado and proceeded to prospect in the
area ofVasquez Fork, as the river had come to
be known. They were there to see what leads
could be found, and upon investigation of
Ralston Creek they were satisfied of the
potential to find gold, having found float gold
of a fine, flat and scaly character there. They
proceeded to prospect upon the Vasquez at the

T

eastern base of the Table Mountains. There,
according to Cook, they encountered a
mysterious sight:
"We found upon measurement and staking
that the bar had been staked on some
previous occasions but by who or when no
record was left only that of the three to five
boulders that marked the corner, being nearly
half buryed (sic) in the earth denoting that
many years had elapsed since being placed in
their respective position marking the meets
and bounds of former prospectors as well as
our future wealth. The above mentioned
boulders were about the size of a mans fist
and larger, placed on the brink of the bar at
regular intervals of one hundred feet apart
lineal measurement, by the side of the
ancient landmarks we placed our stakes with
the no. of the claim marked there upon it."
As he would later discover, Cook had
encountered the remains of the mining claims of
the Estes Party, which had preceded his arrival
there by 24 years. They had originally laid out
their claims in 1834. The new mining district of
Arapahoe Bar had again located and confirmed
the bounds of what was possibly the oldest
mining claim in northern Colorado, laid out
-27-

This is the view
of east Table
Mountain from
the former site
of Arapahoe
City.
Photography courtesy
of Christy Ordway

many years before the first widely noted gold
discoveries in the region took place. Of the Estes
Party, Cook wrote in the 1880s:
"Prospected along the eastern base of the
mountains to head of the Platte not finding
any paying prospects ... they reached Vasques
fork of the Platte where just below the two
table mountains that the stream flowed
between, on the bank of the Creek that is now
known as Arapahoe Bar. Here they staked the
bar into one hundred feet front measurement
running across the width of the bar. The old
corner I found in the winter of 1858 marked
with from three to five boulders of regular
intervals of one hundred feet apart and
corresponded with the measurement made by
Arapahoe Town company that relocated the
same bar in the winter of '58. The Estes party
mined in and along the creek banks until the
water raised from the melting of snow then
they tried the bar which did not pay with the
Georgia rocker. From here the party worked
their way north along the base of the
mountains until they reached the Black Hill,
where the party spent the next winter and did
considerable mining that paid them the largest
of any mining operation that they had been
engaged in while out. The Indians became
menacing and the miners through prudence
the better part of valor, hid their tools where
they worked last and returned to Mo ... "
On November 29, 1858, the Arapahoe Town
-28-

Company was organized and elected Marshall
Cook as president, George B. Allen Secretary
and Thomas L. Golden, Treasurer. The Arapahoe
Town Company was very generous, allowing
every settler a lot free of charge, with members
of the town company required to build a cabin
or home in a specified period of time. According
to Golden, in writing to the Missouri
Republican newspaper, the town received its
name along some rather colorful reasoning:
"Indians are thick here. We apprehend
danger from them. They have sent us word
by some of their chiefs to quit their country,
but we think we can stand them a rub, as we
have 700 white men here. We have laid out
a town by the name of Arapahoe City after
the aborigines."
According to old Jefferson County property
records Arapahoe City appears to have been laid
out in the standard grid system of the time and
surveyed into blocks and lots. One direction of
the town's streets were lettered, such as A Street,
B Street, etc. at least up to G Street, while streets
in the other direction were numbered, at least up
to 2nd Street. The townsite was laid out by
George B. Allen.
Arapahoe City initially served in part as
shelter from the elements for gold seekers in the
winter of 1858-59, which was very harsh. It also
was like a base camp for miners to go and
prospect in the mountains. Among these were
two who had arrived, apparently individually,
from prospecting on the Laramie toward the end
of 1858, named George Andrew Jackson and
John Hamilton Gregory. At Arapahoe City
Jackson built himself a cabin and intended to
remain there the balance of the winter. There he
befriended Tom Golden, and continued to keep
an eye out for gold. After prospecting on Clear
Creek he was convinced he could discover good
amounts of coarse gold further into the
mountains, and impatiently tried to find it but
was stymied by the depth of snow on several
attempts. However, his perseverance finally paid
off when on January 8, 1859 he wrote in his
diary "Well, Tom old boy, I've got the diggins at
last ... Dug and panned today until my belt-knife
was worn out, so I will have to quit or use my
skinning knife. I have about 1/2 oz. gold so will
quit and try to get back in the Spring."
Gregory, meanwhile, had also ventured into
the mountains, eventually making it to the

future site of Black Hawk. He found indications
of gold; however, a snowstorm forced him to
retreat to Arapahoe City. Both remained in town
until spring. With whom he would entrust the
secret men would kill for, Jackson wrote "Tom
Golden is the only man who knows I found gold
on the head of the creek, and as his mouth is as
tight as a No.4 Beaver trap, I am not uneasy."
Gregory told his secret to a few people, among
whom was David K. Wall, who was starting out
in farming in the Golden valley, who agreed to
grubstake Gregory to provide him food for
further prospecting efforts. Jackson and Gregory
returned to and confirmed their discoveries,
which proved to be among the most important
in Colorado history.
Also, during that spring there was the first
building boom in Jefferson County history in
Arapahoe City, where around 20 buildings were
built. Comprising most of the town's
construction at that time, they were not built
close to the river where the mining district was,
but upon the bluff overlooking it. Arapahoe
City's buildings were made up of log and frame
structures, the largest known over time being a
two-story frame commercial building with a false
front. Also in 1859 the Casto-Kendall Company
became the town's first transportation firm. The
first to take a wagon to the Gregory Diggings in
May 1859, they had hauled the goods of the
Gregory party themselves including only the
front wheels of the wagons as no roads existed at
the time. As a matter of fact, they went straight
up the faces of the mountains, with the Gregory
members walking alongside.
By the end of 1859 Arapahoe City had
around 200 inhabitants. This was enough to
warrant the honor of the first post office in
Jefferson County in 1860. During 1859
Arapahoe inhabitants had one-fifth of the
number of the delegates at the first Jefferson
Territorial convention. At the constitutional
convention held in Denver that August Arapahoe
City sent seven, the same number of delegates as
the new upstart town of Golden City. These
delegates included Marshall Cook, George B.
Allen, Samuel S. Curtis, M. Chilcott, J .R.
Gould, Asa Smith and WL. Crocker.
Golden City was a new settlement just
upstream which was named after Tom Golden at
Jackson's suggestion in June of 1859. It proved to
be quite a competitor to Arapahoe City. Initially,

late in 1859, the Jefferson Territorial legislature
selected Arapahoe to be the first county seat of
Jefferson County, on the 9th ballot. However,
this decision was apparently deferrable to a
popular vote of the people. Arapahoe City in
early 1860 was a candidate to become the county
seat of the newly created Jefferson County, but its
votes were far outnumbered by the larger
populace of Golden City. On January 2, 1860,
Golden City was elected the Jefferson County
seat with 401 votes to 288 for Arapahoe City and
22 for the paper town of Baden. In the July 1860
election to become the permanent seat of
Jefferson County, Golden City won by a majority
of 337 votes.
By the close of 1860, Arapahoe City had
downsized to 21 buildings, and a total of 80
inhabitants. In time it faded away, with gold
mined intermittently from its historic placer bar
including hydraulic and dredge mining. The last
Arapahoe City building at its site, the early home
of the family of Jonas E. Wannemaker, burned to
the ground in 1913. However, it is possible
Arapahoe City buildings have survived elsewhere,
as noted Colorado historian Jerome Smiley wrote
"There were fifty or sixty cabins erected on the
site. The rise and prosperity of Golden caused the
decline and fall of Arapahoe. Many moved their
log buildings to Golden." Over time the townsite
itself vanished. On April 28, 1946, the Colorado
Historical Society placed a bronze marker on the
site of Arapahoe City, and its general area, now
known as Fairmount, remains today among the
longest continuously settled places in Colorado.
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JEFFERSON COUNTY
William (Bill) A. Knott
Political, Public Service & Education

Bill was born in Muscatine, Iowa in 1942. In
1971, Knott and his wife moved to Colorado,
where he took over as county librarian for Jefferson County, a position he held until his
retirement in 2007. He turned Jefferson County's library system
from one-room affairs to
state-of-the-art facilities.
Knott's impact on
Jefferson County
Libraries goes far
beyond improving facilities and
increasing staff
and the number
of books available. Through
his efforts and
leadership the
library system is
nationally-recognized as a pioneer and model
for other systems
throughout the
country.
He has fought for
readers' rights and
enhanced internet services for
library users.
When Bill first came to Jefferson County, we
had a collection of about 200,000 items in the
system, with an annual budget of $700,000.
Under his leadership, the Jeffco public library is
now the second-largest library system in the state

of Colorado and in the entire Rocky Mountain Region, serving 774 square miles. It has
10 libraries, seven of which are approximately 30,000 square feet in size; a Book Mobile
which provides special services for
senior citizens; and a traveling
children's library that offers
reading assistance to lowincome children in the
county. The Library
has a staff of 230
full-time and 270
part-time employees, a collection
of more than
1.2 million
items, and an
annual budget
of $25 million.
Of the 540,000
Jefferson County residents,
more than half
are library card
holders.
Through hard
work, creativity and a
drive to be the best, Bill
Knott has consistently
enhanced the quality of library
service for Jefferson County and
beyond. He is a man of vision, dedication and achievement that is rare.
William A. Knott was elected to the Jefferson County Historical Commission Hall
of Fame in 2008.

Photo by Paula Hutman Thomas
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HALL OF FAME
Hal Shelton
Cartographer, Artist, & Community Advocate
June 20, 1916 to November 2, 2004
Hal Shelton was born in 1916 in New York State
and moved with his family at an early age to
Southern California, where he grew up. His cartographic career began in 1938 after he graduated from Pomona College, California,
with a degree in scientific illustration. He took a position with
a USGS field topography
team, starting out as a rod
man conducting plane
table surveys. After
one year with the
USGS, he went
back to college and
received a Master
of Arts degree in
education, and
took a teaching
position with the
San Diego school
district. Because
of his field map.
.
pmg expenence
during World War
II, Shelton was again
employed by USGS,
mapping areas considered strategically important in the western United
States. However, he found the
map symbology that he encountered was specialized and outdated.
Being the artist, teacher and by now a committed US government cartographer, he was
determined to find a better way. Becoming a terrain artist, the quantity and quality of shaded
relief usage on maps improved under his direction, emphasizing topographic form and relative
elevation, and natural color rendering.
Shelton then turned his attention to painting

panoramas of ski areas. His work included
many of the major resorts in North America,
his famous panorama "Colorado Ski Country" and a panorama of Grenoble, France,
used by ABC TV for the 1968
Olympics. The artistic and cartographic careers came full circle
with a request from the
U.S. Library of Congress
commissioned him to
paint a landscape using
the techniques he
learned as a naturalcolor cartographer.
The result was
"Canyon Lands"
which is now
housed in the
Library of Congress.
Settling in Colorado after the war,
Hal and Mary
raised four sons on
"Studio Ranch" in
Golden.
He was Captain of the
Sheriff's mounted posse
in the early 1950's that
helped rescue lost mountain
hikers and an elected member of
the Jefferson County Board of Education from 1958 to 1969. He was the primary founder of the Foothill's Art Center in
1968. His constant influence, guidance and
contributions for 36 years helped create the
community art center we have today.
Hal Shelton was elected to the Jefferson
County Historical Commission Hall of
Fame in 2008.

Photo courtesy of National Geographic
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In 1873, Isabella
Bird witnessed
this view of the
new ( 1870) barn
at the Mcintyre
Homestead (now
Meyer Ranch) as
she passed on
Denver Bradford
and Blue River
Wagon Road,
now the core of
a new Conifer
trail system, in
the early
morn ing of
November 9th
on her way to
Denver through
Turkey Creek
Canyon.
All photos copyright
2008 Paula Hutman
Thomas unless
otherwise noted
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Conifer Barns: Snapshots from a
Rocky Mountain Landscape
An Architectural Archive at the Modern Junction of Time and Place
By Paula Hutman Thomas

T

he barns of Conifer are a record of life in a
dramatically different time and stand as a
testament to the ingenuity, courage,
ethnicity, and innovation of the pioneering families
and homesteaders who settled in this foothill area
southwest of Denver at the edge of Turkey Creek
Canyon. A lush valley, it was overlooked by most of
the gold seekers but built by neighbors who looked
after the land and each other. Many of the
descendants of these early settlers still live in the
area. However, the landscape is rapidly changing in
the face of exurban development as cowboy dreamers
retire and seek the rural elements of a Western
landscape and common homogenized places offering
both urban lifestyle and rural authenticity.
Conifer's significant architectural archive of barns,
outbuildings, well houses, fences and bridges stand
as rare monuments to the community of caring for
what was, what is and the future; as the 21st century
value for the old is honored through preservation
efforts or destroyed by ignorance or arrogance. The
challenge today is to recognize the accomplishments
of our ancestral past embodied in the standing built

environment; while recognizing the lessons of the
ecological challenges of survival. It is our collective
responsibility to embrace this place which has the
remains of the footprints of settlement in the barns
that dot the landscape as Conifer takes on new
dimensions in this time.

Meyer Ranch Barn 1870. This barn was built by Duncan
Mcintyre in Scotch-Irish tradition with German styling
typical of emigrants who came by way of Canada. A
rectangular barn with an attached shed formed the "SaltBox" style. The barn wood was cut on Conifer resident
Norm Meyer's ranch in August 1870; he had the barn wood
authenticated at University of Arizona.

Octagonal Milk Barn built by Celestine Venette, circa 1885. This rare barn
was built in an octagonal shape considered state of the art for efficiency
and coupled with the economy of rustic logs with notched corners, a
typical feature of traditional and functional styling in French- Canadian
barns. Alphonse LeGault and Celestine Venette were "best friends;· notes
Agnes Venette of Thornton; "They came from Montreal seeking gold in
California; when they didn't strike it rich they decided to return to the
beautiful spot in Pleasant Park to homestead where they had rested."

The Holtzman Excursion to Bailey in 1919. Stopping for water and
posing at the Civil War Well, the picturesque corner of Bradford
Junction in front of the new Yellow Barn at the Mullen Ranch. Note
the power lines that provided the first electrical service to a Conifer
customer. Photo copyright 2008 Angela Sassano

Pages from the Homestead Registration Book at the National
Archives. Note Alphonse LeGault (third from the bottom) January 21 ,
1885 and Delbert Kemp October 19, 1919 (last)

The Reconstructed Well
in 1946 from local
granite blocks, built by
German Herr Wilhelm.
Gerda Wilhelm ho lds
Kitty with sister, Irene
on top of the new well
in the middle of the
road to Evergreen. The
road passes close to the
1947Wilhelm Dairy
milking stable that once
stabled the horses of
the Mullen Ranch during
the "roaring '20s".
Photo copyright 2008 Gerda
Wilhelm Hess

Sears Catalogue Ad in 1918 for the Cyclone Barn. John J. and Jeannette
Mullen ordered this Dutch-style barn made of"Select Cypress Siding"
that came by rail to Pine and was delivered by teamster wagon to
Bradford Junction. It was constructed on site with a bank barn
foundation for a horse stable by a "team of locals including my uncle
Heine Livonius," according to the late Jack Antwieller, whose family
homesteaded and still resides in Conifer on Blue Creek. The 34ft by
44ft building, with hay mow capacity of 71 tons, cost $1568.00 plus
shipping and construction in 1918.
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Autumn Hayride at the Wilhelm Dairy Farm at Bradford Junction . Gerda and Irene speak fondly of Autumn
afternoons with their mother, snuggling in the hay on the Bradford Wagon Road where today, the "Yellow
Barn Corner" is the revived junction point for the new Conifer Trails system connecting Jeffco Open
Space Parks Meyer Ranch and the Flying J Ranch. Photo copyright 2008 Gerda Wi lhelm Hess

Loft Interior of the Yellow Cyclone Barn at Bradford Junction. Owner Corrine Meyers treasures the architectural
splendor of this cypress archive of structural history. The
interior vaults warm light and frames the recollections of
Jeanette Mullen's masquerade parties to entertain the community or hold public events. 'This corner is a tribute to the
ingenuity and forethought of the Conifer settlers to build
community through the spirit of education in partnership
with business," affirms Ms Meyers, founder of the Child Garden School on this beloved historic Conifer junction.
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The Yellow Barn 1987. Photographer Lorrie McAllister snapped this photographic
tribute to the legacy of Conifer's heritage from the perspective she sees on her
approach from Evergreen. The lightning rod stretches to the sky as the Gambrel
roof shades dreams of cattle ranching and horse breeding, echoing the Gothic
nature of the past frozen in the soft foundation that absorbed the desperation of
the Great Depression when John J. Mullen nearly lost the ranch.
Photo copyright 2008 Lorrie McAllister

The Red Log Barn
viewed from the trail
at the Flying J Open
Space Park.
This rustic log
German barn was
constructed by the
original homesteader
Mr. Hegen about
1920.1t was
purchased by the
Schoonhovens in
1950; according to
Linda Schoonhoven,
this barn was "always
best when the mow
was stocked full with
hay;" it silently stands
firm as a sanctuary
on this family ranch,
The Flying J, and
contributes to the
rich nearby history
of Conifer.

The Mormon heritage of Conifer is hailed by this early "inside-out" granary or
single crib barn, circa 1920s, along the Pleasant Park Road. Built by Mormons
with the studs exposed and tightly sealed interior horizontal planks, the dry
climate aids the purpose of the structure. Mormon preacher Delbert Kemp (
see last entry in homestead book picture) spoke to the Conifer congregations
from his church at the Conifer Junction corner (where Staples is now located)
and Mrs. Granzella recalled in The Upper Side of the Pie Crust that during winter
snows, the Catholics and the Protestants attended services there as "faith is
faith:' (Note: the last entry in the Homestead book photo)

The red barn of Beaver Ranch, circa 1900, a German
transverse crib barn. This barn echoes silent cheers for Ned
Corbin, the champion Bronco Buster, who was involved in
the early days of the National Western Stock Show. The
cupolas are the prominent feature that alerts the modern
passers-by on US Highway 285 to this Conifer cultural
resource where the original homestead became a hotel,
post office, and early community center hosting cake walks,
dances, rodeos, and political rallies.
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The Pollitz-Long Barn, 1868, Conifer's oldest Barn. Approaching King's Valley across from Long Brothers Garage, the entrance to the Clifton Ho use
B & B welcomes travelers to the 1860 homestead of Mr. Pollitz and the Widow Long. Here guests can glimpse Conifer's oldest hand hewn barn.
Like the barn at Meyer Ranch, it is constructed with post and beam and wooden pegs. Betty Fields Long, 83, another surviving Conifer native - 83
years young; remembers it as always having been whitewashed and housing "superb cattle" that she raised with her husband Wes Long.

The Barns of Conifer dot
the landscapes along the roads,
these highlights only echo at
the surprises of the byways
nestled in the meadows, along
streams, and on mountainsides
flanked by our eleven peaks
and valleys.

References:
Bentley, Margaret V. The Upper Side
of the Pie Crust. Evergreen: Jefferson
County Historical Society, 2004.
Sloane, Eric. An Age of Barns. New
York: Ballantine Books, 1967
The Davis Ranch , ci rca 1935. This elegant worktng ranch with three Gambrel-roofed barns and stylish
curved stable, well houses, and ranch fencing, is at the edge of Conifer up El k Creek near Schaeffers
Crossing. The ranch was won years ago in a poker game. It is a standing tribute to the risky nature of
following dreams, building a livelihood, contributing to community, and honoring the landscape with a
sense of place and time.
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Vlach, John Michael. Barns. New
York: W.W.Norron & Company , 2003 .
Primary interviews: Jack Anrwieller,
Belin Gonzales, Betty Fields Long,
Norm Meyer, Corrine Meyers, Gerda
Wilhelm Hess, Linda Schoonhoven,
Agnes & Paula Venette, Irene Wilhelm
Wickam.

Lost and Saved Jeffco Buildings

Photo courtesy of Milly Roeder

Wheat Ridge Heritage
Demolished: The Story of the
Olinger Mansion
By Milly Roeder

N

o sooner was the demolition permit
signed, than the well-loved historic
landmark in Jefferson County and the
region, the Olinger Mansion, was destroyed.
Along with the mansion, the fabulous 300 foot
long rose pergola on the property on Wadsworth
Boulevard and 29th Avenue is now also gone. It
had to go; it could not be repaired, it was said,
much less restored. The historic farmhouse of
1892: gone, and a barn of the same age has also
been removed. The citizens ofWheat Ridge lost
one more witness of their physical and visible
heritage. T he earlier farmhouse and barn added
to the proof that settlement in Wheat Ridge

The Olinger
Mansion shortly
before it was
demolished in
May of2008

reaches much farther back than its incorporation
in 1969, barely forty years ago.
George Olinger built the mansion in 1914.
Red roof tiles of the Olinger house, the family's
home between its construction in 1914 and the
1960s, were the first to attract the eyes of the
passer-by. This ecologically sound roof may have
needed occasional repair; it would rarely have
needed to be replaced. For ages, the waste of
repeatedly substituted worn asphalt shingles and
tarpaper underlayer would never have seen a
dump. Continual appropriate reuse could have
preserved this historic landmark as an example of
another form of recycling.
In winter, the sun's low-angled rays would have
warmed the interior of the glazed porch, a
reminder of the massive pre-air-conditioned era.
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The roof with its semi-circular eyebrow
dormer would have shielded the room
underneath from Colorado's often brutal
summer heat. Overhanging eaves reminded
us of a time before modern technology. Its
deceptive benefits permitted us to build and
live in cost effective light, thin shells. A
sunken garden under shading trees, designed
with the ideas of Saco Rienk DeBoer, one of
Denver's most influential landscape
architects, invited us for a cool lunch rest.
Cheap electricity paid for neglected
environmental and financial concerns. Today,
climate change and the rush for substitutes of
dwindling fossil fuels challenge us not only to
invent new methods, but to rediscover and
adapt existing methods for insightful design
of our homes.
George W Olinger ''A demonstrably
important person in Wheat Ridge history,"
City officials acknowledged, but denied their
proud residents and visitors the enjoyment of
the city's history. Oblivious of the successes of
historic preservation statewide, they missed
the chance to effectively mediate between
opposing parties, and to combine today's
need to recycle building materials by reusing
a historic structure with a new purpose. By
telling the Olinger story, restoration of this
landmark could have much improved the
town's reputation as a forward looking
community.
Three well respected organizations in the
area: Historic Denver, Inc., the National
Trust for Historic Preservation and the
Wheat Ridge Historical Society, determined
that the Olinger Mansion was built with
superior materials and met three criteria (two
more than required for designation) for
listing in the National Historic Register of
Historic Places. The Office of Archaeology
and Historic Preservation of the Colorado
Historical Society did not agree.
George Washington Olinger's legacy to the
wider community supports the mansion's
architectural significance. His substantial
contributions to Wheat Ridge and the region
include the foundation of the Crown Hill
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Cemetery in 1907, a much needed facility
during the tuberculosis epidemic in the early
1900s. He assigned Saco Rienk DeBoer,
Denver's chief landscape architect, for the
platting of the Denver neighborhood, Belcaro,
with curvy streets, and the Olinger Gardens
subdivision in Wheat Ridge. DeBoer is well
known for his creation of "sunken gardens," a
design Olinger may have adopted for the
gardens surrounding his home. And he
supported public transportation along 29th
Avenue and throughout Denver.
In 1920, George Olinger created Indian
Hills in Parmalee Gulch, the "planned
development" community of summer homes
for heat plagued Denverites, and provided them
with a pipe system of "summer water." To give
distinction to his endeavor in Eden Park, he
planned a golf course, clubhouse, and writers'
and artists' colonies. Recruited American
Indians built the adobe walls of the NaTeSo
Pueblo (short for and commemorating the
Navajo, Tesuque and San Ildefonso
communities in New Mexico) and local expert
craftsmen, including noted carpenter Al Rugg,
Jr., worked on its construction. Although his
planned subdivision on Mount Lindo brought
him little success, the lighted cross in the
foothills of the Front Range is visible to
everyone going west from Denver.
The community owes Mr. Olinger for his
support of cultural development and its Wheat
Ridge Improvement Association. He was a
member of the Rotary Club and numerous
other civic, cultural and community
organizations. In Colorado, he contributed to
the foundation of the Highlander Boys, and
whenever there was a young man unable to pay
for his participation, he would have found a
way to alleviate the situation. His support for
the Temple of Youth and the Geneva Glen
camp were some of his many projects.
The mansion at 29th Avenue and
Wadsworth Boulevard would have been an
excellent memorial to this extraordinary man,
George Washington Olinger, the astute
businessman, marketing expert, philanthropist,
and contributor to his community.

Christ the King Catholic Church
in Evergreen to be preserved
By Milly Roeder
fter one more historic structure, the
Olinger mansion in Wheat Ridge was
ost in Jefferson County earlier this
year, parishioners of Christ the King Catholic
Church, people in Evergreen and
preservationists in the county could rejoice.
The beautiful church in Evergreen will not be
demolished as first assumed, but preserved.
During the second half of the 19th
century, a combination of 200 miners,
farmers, ranchers and lumbermen in the
Evergreen foothills, worshipped in the
Episcopal chapel, St. Mark's-in-theWilderness, Evergreen's first church. Catholic
devotees were guided by Franciscan priests,
"circuit riders", from St. Elizabeth's in Denver.
Traversing the plains and the rugged Bear
Creek Canyon, they provided services to
followers of the church in the foothills. In
1924, the energetic Monsignor John Moran
of St. Joseph's in Golden founded the Christ
the King Mission in Evergreen.
By 1935, seventy Catholic families lived in
Evergreen, and the Chapel of Christ the King
was built of logs and Colorado moss rock.
George F. Cottrell had donated the land on
the hill under ponderosa pines between the
Evergreen Cemetery and Dedisse Park. The
church was designed by John K. Monroe, and
dedicated by Bishop Vehr in April 1936. The
first pastor was Barry J. Wogan. The George
Greer family donated the rectory, a structure
of three gables jutting out from a rectangular

Remai ning rock wall of original Christ the King Catholi c
Church built in 1935.

building of half logs, and a landscaped patio in
19 51. Five years later, the simple parish hall of
horizontal wood siding was designed by
architect and parishioner Frank W Kullman
and placed to the north, across from the
parking lot.
The story of the Christ the King Catholic
Church also reflects the story of Evergreen and
its growth. As the population grew, so grew the
congregation and the need for more space.
In 1970, the church had grown to nearly 500
families. Pledges for the construction of a new,
larger church had reached $88,000. Because of
an unstable foundation, and space was needed
for the future building, the old Colorado moss
rock and log chapel had to be destroyed. A
piece of the wall of the original church has been
preserved at the edge of parking lot between the
rectory and the parish hall.

Upper Right:
Close-up vi ew of
Ch rist th e Ki ng
Church.
Photos cou rtesy of
Milly Roede r
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The new church was designed by
Seracuse and Lawler, a Denver
architectural firm, influenced by
Frank Lloyd Wright's Prairie style.
For a structure in the Evergreen
foothills, where blizzards and ice
can make life hazardous for
parishioners and residents, they
included one of their architectural
signatures. A south entry prevents
ice and snow build-up in the
winter, where strong rays of the sun
melt them away.
The Great Hall was constructed
and dedicated in 1971. Its floor
plan reminds us of a classical
Gothic church, though its design
belongs to the second half of the
20th century. The structure takes
advantage of the existing terrain
with its main entrance on the south
side at the top of the hill. At this
V1ew of Great
level the building is stuccoed,
whereas rock siding reaches up from
the lower level past the upper level at its
northern end. The hall has a low pitched
roo£ which is covered with asphalt shingle,
and has wide overhangs with open rafters.
Three pairs of tall narrow windows on each
side of the vestibule simulate the ribbon
window of the parish hall. Stained glass
depictions of the twelve apostles were created
by Denver artist Joseph Adducci. Two large
stained glass windows surround the altar. Two
transept arms of uneven length reach out
toward the east and west. Both are pointed at
their outer ends. Each is floating like an open
wing above the open ground. Their gables
meet with the gable of the hall at an
imaginary center point, where a shed roof
emerges from the hall, and with two rock
pillars and a wooden cross creates a steeple.
T he north wall of the steeple is clad with
wood shingles. The floating, pointed, stucco
covered apse repeats the design elements of
the transepts above a rock balcony that is
accessible by two stone stairs with steel tube
railings. Also accessible by these stairs are two
doors in the massive northern rock wall. The
mass of the church, in its length, transmits
the impression of a bird soaring toward the
-40-

Hall from Southeast, built 1971.

sky. The Great Hall is connected to the parish hall
by a closed breezeway.
In a 2005 rezoning proposal, to allow for the
expansion of the church and other site
improvements, the Great Hall and parish hall were
slated for demolition. Research by the Historical
Preservation Committee of the Jefferson County
Historical Commission concluded that the
building was constructed in 1971. In 2005, it was
not older than fifty years. It was not considered of
historical significance, in spite of its high quality
of design and workmanship, and demolition
appeared inevitable.
Since then, the firm of Bahr Vermeer and
Hacker, preservation architects from Lincoln,
Nebraska, has been commissioned with the design
of the expansion of the Great Hall. Although some
of the tall ponderosa pines will have to go and the
beautiful community ground, now a parking lot,
will have to be reduced, many of the architectural
features of the church will be preserved.
At a time of a need to combat senseless
wastefulness and attempts to mindfully reuse
existing structures, it is consoling to see a treasured
building respected and integrated into the new
design for a growing congregation.

Jefferson County Historic
Landmarks - Dwight Porter and
Libby Wilmot Homestead
By Kathryn Ordway

T

he Jefferson County Historic
Commission approved the Dwight
Porter and Libby Wilmot Homestead,
located at 29537 Buffalo Park Road,
Evergreen, for a Landmark designation on
July 7, 2008. The inducted Landmark
property will be presented with a Certificate
of Designation at the Jefferson County
Historical Commission's annual Hall of Fame
ceremony on Saturday, October 25, 2008.
Dwight Porter Wilmot was a teacher and
member of the Board of Education in
Evergreen, a County Commissioner, and a
State Representative. Wilmot is also credited
with naming the area "Evergreen" when
officials were looking for a name for the post
office. According to the official deed, 320
acres was purchased by the Wilmot's in April
of 1875. The Victorian style house along with
its outbuildings, including a bunkhouse,
machine shed, milk storage shed and a
milking barn were built between 1875 and
1880. Today these outbuildings have been
somewhat restored and converted into storage.
The milk barn was turned into a rental home.

The style of the main house reflected the
Midwestern sensibilities of the family who
originally hailed from Deerfield Illinois, before
settling in the mountains of Colorado. The
original Wilmot home was a two story frame
house with high pitched gable roofs and large
overhanging eaves. All four gable ends of the
roof were decorated with shingles on the
vertical walls and the exteriors of all windows
and doors were finished with decorative
moldings. The
current owners have
added a two car
garage and wraparound porch. The
original colors have
also been changed
from a white with
green trim to a
cream with blue
trim. Today the
house sits just
across the way from
Wilmot elementary
school, named for
Dwight Porter
Wilmot. A creek;
flowing through the
area, also shares the
name.

The Dwight
Porter an d Libby
Wilmot
Homestead, an
excellent
example of
Midwestern
Victorian
architecture
Photos courtesy
of Landmark
Commission

View of the front po rch of t he Dwight Po rte r an d Libby W ilmot Ho mestead
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Message from the Historical Commission
istorical Commission members have
been active this year on a variety of projects, from continuing traditional efforts
to launching new ones. We want to let readers
know about some of the exciting events and
opportunities we see ahead for historic preservation and education in Jefferson County. We welcome, in fact count on, your participation in
JCHC committees and projects, and invite you to
contact appropriate JCHC members if interested
in the work described here.
We especially want to encourage you to nominate people to our ongoing Hall of Fame and
properties to our Historic Landmarks program.
Those who make or have made significant contributions to our county or its history are eligible for
the Hall of Fame. See pages 30-31 for this year's
honorees, and fill out an application soon for
someone you know! Our Writers' Award Contest
is also continuing, with results published each year
in this magazine. All of these need wider visibility
and more entries, so keep them in mind. The
annual Historically ]ejfco is available to historical
societies, museums, and other organizations for
resale, and is distributed free to members of historical societies in Jefferson County. See the inside
back cover for information on obtaining copies.
Late in 2007, the Historic Preservation Committee wrapped up its grant-funded work on the
Cultural Resource Survey (Phases I and II) and
the North Fork Historic District Survey (Phase
III) with published reports. These project reports
are now available online, and easily linked from
our website at HistoricJeffco.org. Over the last few
years, chair Deborah Andrews and committee
members have been working closely with the Pine
Grove and Buffalo Creek communities to bring
Phase III of this project to completion. The PineElk Creek Improvement Association has been an
active partner in the effort to define a historic district and prepare necessary information on historic
properties to enable its application for designation
on the National Register of Historic Places.
Jeffco's Historic Landmarks Program began in
2003 with the designation of eleven properties.
Thirteen more were added in 2004. Today more
than 30 properties are listed. Lately, however, it's

H
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been a steady but small stream of applications.
We would like to review a dozen properties every
year for this excellent program! Please think
about a distinctive structure in your area that
could be nominated and look for the nomination
form online; it's linked directly from HistoricJeffco.org. Designation does not interfere with property rights, and landowners must support the designation. Benefits include recognition of the
property, potential eligibility for State Historic
Fund grants, and the joys of learning more about
your historic property! Contact Dennis Dempsey
at 303.271.8734 for more information.
Our first Historic Preservation Symposium
was held in May 2005, and this year the Lakewood Historical Society hosted our fifth event in
cooperation with the City of Lakewood at the
Lakewood Heritage Center. Attendees from many
historical societies enjoyed presentations from the
Isaac Solomon Temple, Lariat Loop Scenic Byway
and Dinosaur Ridge, Ken Caryl Historical Society, and others. Discussions on the projects listed
here were also part of the event, and Win Ferrill
of Lakewood gave participants an excellent tour
of historic Belmar Park. Contact Lily Griego at
303.271.8718 to get involved with next year's
symposmm.

Rex Ridout supports the Knott's Kids Program at the first
Conifer Heritage Festival. Photo copyright 2008 Robin Liebert

Knott's Kids Program
The Education Committee, led by Paula Hurman
Thomas in collaboration with Deborah Andrews

of the Preservation Committee, is partnering with
Jefferson Co. Public Library. Their goal is to develop
history-based educational activities for each of the
ten libraries, to be initiated in April/May 2009 as
part of the Knott's Kids Program. Each program will
focus on creating a historical context for that
library's geographic area, and promote local public
history to foster an understanding of historic
preservation and a sense of place and time in local
communities. This "River ofTime" project will
address the 150th anniversary themes ofJefferson
County and provide a rich interface for other
community based sesquicentennial doings. Such a
county-wide effort will work best if we can count on
the expertise and assistance of the historic society in
each library area. Please consider joining us in this
important effort to reach young children with an
interactive history curriculum. Contact Paula
Hurman Thomas, 303.697.7329 or
coniferstorychat@aol.com.

History on Display
For several years, the JCHC has sponsored
informative exhibits in the atrium at the Jeffco
Administration building. This has proven to be an
excellent opportunity for local historical societies and
other organizations to promote their community
history by sharing photos and stories in a highly
visible public place. We've noticed that these displays
attract a lot of attention; many people will stand and
read each item attentively. We encourage you to
contact Carole Lomond (303.526.2420) or Paula
Hurman Thomas (coniferstorychat@aol.com) to
schedule a time for your organization to be "on
display. " We also plan to take some of the older
exhibit panels on the road, circulating them to Jeffco
libraries for display around the county.

Homeless History
Concern for small (and some not-so-small) historical
collections that may not be able to be maintained
and preserved for future use or research inspired us
to launch a Records Repository project. We are in
the early stages of exploring the feasibility of
archiving and storage of documents, photographs,
oral histories, and artifacts that might otherwise be
lost. In May 2008 , Stan Moore (303.697.9461) and
other members of this subcommittee met with Jim
Kroll of the Denver Public Library's Western History
Collection to learn more about their facilities and
procedures as part of their research.

County Sesquicentennial
Hardly seems possible it's already time to
celebrate 150 years of Jefferson County history!
As diverse milestones loom, historian Rick
Gardner is researching exact dates for many
"firsts," in the county and in its older
communities, especially Golden, the county
seat. (See his article on Arapahoe City, pg. 27,
to kick-off this time line). A subcommittee will
be working to bring together the County, the
library, historical societies, chambers of
commerce, and other interested civic groups to
create a central steering committee that will
plan events and activities to celebrate key dates
from 2009 to 2011. Contact Stan Moore
(303.697.9461) for information on steering
committee meetings.
With all this going on, it's going to be an
exciting time for history and education in
Jefferson County. We look forward to hearing
from you.

Bea Romer,
former Colorado
First Lady of
Conifer, and Gail
Hite, aka May
West, celebrate at
the garden party
for The Mountain
Resource Center
founded in 1995.
Photo copyright 2008
Paula Hutman Thomas

Deborah
Andrews
examines a
document from
the Jewish
Consumptive
Relief Society at
the May, 2008
Symposium.
Photo by Sally White
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2008 jEFFCO HISTORICAL COMMISSION MEMBERS

Deborah Andrews,
2000- Chair Historic
Preservation; member

Landmark
Designation; founde r

Andrews & Anderson
Architecture; historic
restoration specialist

since 1983; lives on
Lookout Mountain

Lucy Bambrey, 2002
- Historic Preserva-

tion and Publications
Committees; teaches
Anthropology,
Archeology, Earth
Sciences, Environ-

mental Law, and
Property Law; lives
in Conifer

Margaret T. Chapman,
2007- Member Publication Committee; Jeffco Public Trustee, 3
yrs. leg. aide, former
asst. branch manager
TIME-LIFE Libr., Inc.;
dir. of edu. and marketg. for Colorado
Assn of REALTORS•;
BJ UMC; lives in unincorporated Jeffco.

Richard Gardner, 2005
- Member Landmark
and Preservation

Committees; Golden
native; Pres. Golden
Landmarks Assoc.;
M.A. in History from
UCD; certificate in

Lily Griego, 2007 Member of the
Administrative, Historic Preservation and

H istoric Preservation;

Education & History
Committees; Enforcement Planner at P&Z;
candidate for M.A.
History at CU-Den-

lives in Golden

ver; Denver native,

1971.

Viona "Vi" Hader,
1985 - Member Hall
of Fame and Publication Distribution
Committees; past
member Golden
Chamber of Commerce; past Curator
Astor House &
Foothills Art Center;
lives in Golden

Erlene Hulsey-Lutz, 1986
-Chair Publication;
member Historic
Preservation and
Landmark Designation;
Wheat Ridge Historical
Society; 4th generation
Coloradoan; Real Estate
Broker; active in
numerous civic
organizations; lives

in Wheat Ridge

JCHC 2008

Jefferson
County
Historical
Commission

The Jefferson County Historical Commission was
established by the Board of County Commissioners
in 1974. Activities for 2008 and coming years are
described on page 42. We hope you will get involved
in helping us promote and recognize the county's
significant historical features!
The Historical Commission's purpose, according
to its bylaws, is outlined as follows:
"The business and purpose of this Commission is
to bring together people interested in history, and
specifically the history of Jefferson County.
Understanding the history of this community is basic
to the County, State, and Union, and promotes a
better appreciation of American heritage. Additional
purposes of the Commission shall include:

• Coordinating the historical activities of the
County of Jefferson and acting as a liaison with
national, state and local historical organizations.
• Disseminating historical information and
arousing interest in Jefferson County's past by
publishing historical material.
• Promoting and supporting various historical and
educational programs.
• Identifying, researching and actively
participating in the preservation of historical
sites within Jefferson County.
• Participating in various organizational grant
programs which provide financial assistance for
the preservation of historical sites, or other
historical programs."

JCHC MEMBERS (continued)

Jack Raven, 1997 Member Publication;
past President Arvada
Historical Society;
Arvada Lions Club;
Arvada Cemetery
Association; retired

Safeway Manager; lives
in Arvada
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Ray W. Rears, 2007 Gilpin County
Planner and Historic
Advisory Liaison; 4th
generation

Coloradoan; lives in
Westminster.

Milly Roeder, 1995 Member Publication,
Historic Preservation

cation, History, H is-

Burdette "Bud" Weare,
2003 - Commission
Vice Chair; member

and Landmark
Designation
committees; Cultural
Anthropologist, Urban

toric Preservation

Historic Preservation,

Committees; noted
fashion & costume

Landmark Designation,
Publication committees; 3rd generation
native of Jeffco; retired
Prof. of U
ofW; lives near
Evergreen

Planner, grant writer;

lives in Lakewood

Paula Hutman Thomas,
2007 - Member Edu-

designer, curator, and

historian serving the
regional art and education community for
30 yrs; lives in Conifer

Sally L. White, 2004 Commission Rec.
Secretary; Chair
Education and History
and member
Publication; manages
historic information

websites and works
for Denver Mountain
Parks; lives near
Morrison.

George Hurst, 2003 Director, Habitat for
Humanity in Evergreen; Real Estate
developer; lives in
Evergreen

Nina Kite, 2004 Member Education
and History; past
chair - Jeffco GOP;
member Foothills
Foundation Board;
Wheat Ridge native;
lives in
unincorporated
Jeffco

Carole Lomond, 1997
- Member Education
and History; liaison
Lariat Loop Scenic
Byway;
Publisher/Editor, "City
& Mountain Views"
magazine and "Lariat
Loop Scenic and
Historic Byways;" lives
in Mt.Vernon Canyon

Nor man Meyer, 1986
- Member Publication,
Hall of Fame and
Writers Awards
Committees; pilot,
rancher, journalist,
developer; much of
Meyer family ranch
now Jeffco Open
Space Park; Colorado

Visit Jefferson County's history online, via our
website that provides direct links to most historical
societies, museums, resource pages, city and county
information, and other sources for historical
information. Sponsored by the Jefferson County
Historical Commission but privately funded, the
website provides easy access points to pages on the
official county website that can otherwise be
difficult to find. Indices of the Commission's annual
Historically ]ejfco magazine are also provided on the
site, and selected stories from previous issues are
gradually being added. Comments or corrections to
the historicjeffco.org website go to Sally at
303-870-4240 or sally_white@msn.com.
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Society; former owner

native; lives near

of commercial
brokerage; lives in

Conifer

Morrison

JeffCo History Just One Click Away...
www.historicjeffco.org

Stanley A Moore,
2004 - Commission
Chair; Member
Landmark
Designation; Denver
Posse ofWesternaires
Inti.; Civil War Round
Table; Inti. Churchill

Rita Peterson, 1981 JCHC Corresp. Seer.;
Chair Hall of Fame;
Member Landmark
Designation Committees; Advoc.
Committee Amer.
Cancer Soc. Rocky
Mountain Div.;
lives in Lakewood

Kathryn Ordway, 2006
- Editor Historically
}ejfco; member
Publication, Education
and History
committees;

fifth generation
Colorado native;
author of Colorado's

Rodeo Roots to Modern
Day Cowboys; lives in
Lakewood

Obtaining Copies of Historically Jeffco
Copies can be purchased for $5 at Archives and Records
Management beginning late October. The magazine is available
free of charge to members of Jefferson County Historical
Societies. Back issues are also available upon request.
Contact Janet at 303-271-8447.

For More Information
Archives and Records Management has further information for
those interested in history and historic preservation in Jefferson
County, plus applications for Commission membership.
Call Janet Oldham at 303-271-8447.
Disclaimer:
The information in this magazine is solely provided by the
authors. JCHC, the Board of County Commissioners and
the Publication committee are not responsible for the
opinions of authors or the content of their articles.
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